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Campus Racial AUacks on the Rise
I

n KKK to attend
·NAACP meeting
The Black Voice News
MURRIETA

~y Mary Shelton

The Riverside County Office of
Education plans to take action in
the wake of a series of racial attacks
that have occurred on at least five
different high school campuses
)Vithin the county in only a few
weeks.
"As educators, we take these incidents very seriously, especially as
they started to appear in more than
one district," Superintendent Dave
Long, from the county's Office of
Education said. "They have
occurred in at least four districts in
a relatively short period of time."
At least one White supremacist
organization also plans to involve
itself in the crisis.
According to an email sent by the
Lake Elsinore chapter of the
NAACP, Ku Klux Klan members
plan to attend a meeting in Murrieta
on Sept. 29 which is a follow-up to
an earlier meeting that took place
last week between concerned parents, students, community members
and school officials, after several
racist attacks against Black students
at Murrieta High school.
Raci st

incidents

have

jury and the level of confidentiality
is much higher for juvenile defendants than adults, Sussman said.
Although Sussman has heard of
several incidents occurring at other
high schools, he said his office has
not received any other cases from
law enforcement agencies involv-

ing those or other incidents.
"I haven't gotten any," Sussman
said, "It doesn't mean they're not
coming."
Long said that his office plans to
collaborate with the involved
school districts to address the problem and said that the districts have

responded positively.
His office was fust notified by the
Lake Elsinore Branch of the
NAACP after the second incident
involving Murrieta High School.
The NAACP planned to be
See MURRIETA, Page A-4

Dymally Stops by Inland Empire
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also

occ.urred at Elsinore High School,
Norco High School, Hemet High
School. and Paloma Valley High
School in Menifee. They have
ranged from the display of iron
crosses and swastikas on campus,
to physical assaults against Black
and Hispanic students, to death
threats against Black students by
White students who-placed them on
1
'lists."
• The Department of Justice's
Community Relations Division has
been working with several of the
~nvolved high schools in Riverside
County, a representative said.
Criminal cases have also been
opened involving two incidents at
Murrieta High School.
Four White students face criminal
charges stemming from incidents ·
Photos by Van Howard
. involving assaults against Black
Top: Corey Jackson, President of the College Branch of Inland Empire NAACP, Walter Jarman, President of San Bernardino
students at Murrieta High School,
Chapter NAACP, Assemblyman Mervyn Dymally.
Bottom: Assemblyman Mervyn Dymally and State Senator Nell Soto.
according to Deputy D.A. Brian
Sussman, who supervises the
falls of Proposition 54 and The Recall Election, began
Ll Dymally urges audience to
Riverside
County
District
a series of coast to coast community forums starting in
Attorney's· office's juvenile diviSan Diego and ending at the northern most border of
vote NO on Prop 54
~ion. All of these stu_dents, who are
the state. Dymally conducted two forums while in San
The San Bernardino Branch NAACP, along with Diego beginning at 9:00 a.m. afterwhich he travelled to
,minors, have been charged with
hate-related crimes, involving the other Inland Empire NAACP Branches hosted a com- San Bernardino for a forum scheduled at 5:00 p.m. He
same penal code statutes they munity forum that featured Assemblyman Mervyn talked about his return to politics after having served a
Dymally, 52nd District, as keynote speaker. Dymally, stint as 1:ieutenant Governor, and in Congress.
would face if they were adults.
However, they will not face trial by in an effo~ to boost community awareness of the pitSee DYMALLY, Page A-4

BVN ·Writer Wins National Story of the
Year Award
]The Block Vnice News
RIVERSIDE

Black Voice News writer and
Riverside Community College student Mary Shelton won an award
recently
in
the Associated
~ollegiate Press Story of the Year
national contest for an editorial
publi~hed in the college's newspaper.
Shelton, competing against studeµts from universities and twoye·ar colleges across the nation, won
third place for "TOI Firings," a
March 13 editorial about the firings
of instructors Chip Stearns and
Suzanne Davis. Steams has claimed
he was fired in retaliation for publishing a local teachers union
newsletter article that stated RCC's
administration violated state law by

spending more than half of the college's budget on atlministration.
Shelton
credited
RC C's
Journalism program at its Riverside
Campus for nurturing her journalism skills.
"I am honored to have won an
award in this competition, especially against students. at such esteemed
universities," she said. "I think that
it reflects highly on the Journalism
program at RCC that students like
myself can develop and practice
skills like editorial writing and
receive the support we need to do
the best work we can and can be
recognized for it."
Viewpoints faculty adviser Allan
Lovelace said that he expected
Shelton had a good shot to win the
ACP national award, noting her

E-Mail to : p ressrelease(ulblackvoi cenew s.com

'.

many other recent awards. Shelton
also won first and second place for
editorial writing from the Society of
Professional Journalists, Inland
Empire chapter, earlier this year and
first place for editorial writing from
the Journalism Association . of
Community Colleges the last two
years.
"Mary is one of the best student
opinion writers in the United
States," Lovelace said. "She has
strong writing ability and newsgathering skills, the highest ethical standards and a fearless commitment to
holding the powerful accountable.
That's a com._bination that will carry
her far in journalism."
Shelton
first
joined
the
Viewpoints staff as an opinion
columnist in 1999 and later served

PRE-SORTED STANDARD
U.S. POSTAGE PAID SAN
BERNARDINO, CA
PERMIT NO. 1942

as the newspaper's opinions editor.
She also is a writer with the Black
Voice News.
Shelton is the second Viewpoints
student to win an ACP Story of the
Year national award. Kevin Pearson
won first place for a sports story in
2000.
The Associated Collegiate Press
is a leading national . journalism
organization with several thousand
students from the United States
competing in its annual contests.
Professional journalists and editors
judge all entries in the organization's contests, with The Los
Angeles Times co-sponsoring the
Story of the Year contests this year.
Information about Viewpoints
and RCC's Journalism program is
available at 909-222-8487.

:Local Young Men Die
In Car Acc.ident
'fhe Black Voice Newi
SAN BERNARDINO

By Cheryl Brown
Tragedy struck the families of
Leroy "Bwu-u'kwm Kirksey, 29,
medical worker, and Kellen Dixon,
UCR basketball player, when a
tractor truck hit a guard rail and
approached on-coming traffic on
Highway 15 as they returned from
Las Vegas. Michael Ferrera, 21, the
driver and Mark Peters were hospitalized and remained in the hospital
with moderate to serious injuries.
According to published reports,
on th·e southbound lanes of
Highway 15 at around 3:30 a.m. a
big rig drifted out of its lane and
onto the right shoulder, where it hit
a steel guard rail. As it continued it
went up a dirt embankment and slid
on its side where it overturned.
When it slid, it caused a chain reaction. Another driver from Las
Vegas was killed when he was
thrown from a pickup truck. Both
young men were killed when their
vehicle was struck. '
While the UCR sports department was mourning the loss of their
teammate, friends and family of
Kirksey were extolling his virtues.
Sixteenth Street Seventh Day
Adventi t Church wa overflowing
with ministers, acquaintances,

Bernardino to Leroy and Janice
Kirksey, Jr. Early in his life, Bw1:1u,kwm de:,egregated Fairview Jr.
Academy, where he learned the art
of self-defense and perseverance.
He later attended Rialto scho.ols,
Boyd and Myers Elementary and
Frisbee Jr. J{igh schools. He graduated from Eisenhower High
School. Following high school he
attended Oakwood College majoring in Biology and continued his
education at California State
University, San Bernardino.
According to his family, for him,
like so 111any people, college was a
time of change and deep thought.
He changed his first name, founded '
an organization, OBS (God Before
Self), and joined the Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Iota Psi Chapter.
More than anything he loved his
family which includes a wife,
Tanika and three children and his
church 16th Street SDA. At . an
early age he became a member of
the church. Influential in his' life
were elders, Allen Savory, Dr. Emil
Peeler, and most recently Pastor
Anthony Paschal. He taught
Sabbath School, directed the choir
and was in training for the ministry
through deacon training.
While at Cal State he met and
married his life partner. He was
truly committed to his children tak-

friends and family of Kirksey as his

ing great pride in naming, caring

life was celebrated. Estimates from
700 to 750 attended the service.
Known by his infectious smile
Bwu-u'kwm (his African name)
was loved by all who knew him. He
was well known in the Christian
community.
He was born June 7, 1974 in San

and raising lhcm.
He was employed in the service
industry. He worked for Berhe
Group Home, Acts for the
Children, and most recently the
Outpatient Surgery Center in San
Bernardino. He completed his
See ACCIDENT, Page A-4

Black Voice Intern
·Honored

Assemblyman John J. Benoit with NSBE leadership honorees: Kimberly
Cross, Korey Sewell, Elmer Thomas.

The Btack Vnice News
RIVERSIDE

Assemblyman John J. Benoit of
the 64th Assembly District presented certificates earlier this week to
three UC Riverside students fof
their excellence in leadership. The
students
Elmer Thomas,
K.i{Ilberly Cross, and Korey Sewell
-- belong to the UC Riverside chapter of the National Society of Black
Engineers (NSBE).
Prior to being elected to the
Assembly in 2002, Assemblyman
Benoit served as an elected member of the Desert Sands Unified
School
District
Board
of
Education. He is an alumnus of
Riverside's Notre Dame High
School, earning an A.A. degree at
Riverside City College, and .a B.S.
degree from California State
University of Los Angeles in 1978.
Later he returned to school to earn
a Master's degree in Public
Administration from California
State University at San Bernardino
in 1993.
NSBE's mission is to increase the
number of culturally responsible

P.O. B ox 1581 . Riverside, California 92502 (909) 682-6070 ©Black Voice News 2002

Elmer Thomas

Black engineers who excel academically, succeed professionally
and positively impact the community. NSBE comprises more than
250 chapters on college and university campuses and more than 50
alumni extension chapters nationwide. The chapters are divided into
six geographical regions.
The UCR chapter of NSBE
(hereafter UCR-NSBE), which
belongs to Region 6, formally
See AWARD, Page A-4
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Daryl Issa Abused Our Freedom
Freedom is something that if abused can lead to some restrictive rules
and regulations that we must live by. One example used to illustrate this
point is for a person to yell ''fire"
in a crowded theater when there is
no fire. People would get hurt or
even killed when they rush to the
exits. The person who yelled fire
could and should be tried for this
unnecessary act of exercising his
freedom and right to yell fire. If he
is the only one in the theater, then
there is no violation of his right to
exercise that freedom.
Well I feel the same way about Republican Congr~sman Daryl Issa,
who exercised his freedom and right to finance this recall election against
the governor. He came up with this hairbrained idea just four months
after the Republicans lost the statewide elections to the Democrats. In
order for democracy to work the proper thing to do is congratulate the
winner and for the loser to start planning for the next election in four
years. Not Issa, he and his radical rich Republican friends decided to pull
a coup to overthrow the elected government and go against the will of the
people, by yelling "fire!" Issa, mind you, is in Washington where there is
ri:ally a fire burning that created the smoke in California and many other
states in the country. Issa ._new that all you have to do to spread the
smoke around is to give some unemployed people a clipboard with a pen
and put them in front of grocery stores and shopping malls to get uninformed people to sign. He knew the likelihood of people signing especially people who would sign just to be left alone. There are others who signed
because they are anti-government. Then there are those who signed
because they are lied to about what they are signing. Whatever the reasons, we now have people mnning around trying to figure out just what
we arc doing.
We have Issa crying because no one wanted him for the heroic position.
We have Issa saying he is not for the recall because too many of his
Republican friends are in the race. For him, it was never about the state
being in financial trouble, it was about overturning an election he didn't
like. We have the courts saying, based on the Bush vs. Gore de~ision, the
election should be postponed because of the disenfranchisement of many
voters. Then we have the same court saying that's all right if a few votes
ar e not counted. Then we have people seeking the top spot who did not
even bother to vote in last November's election because they were not
interested in the open election. We now have candidates seeking to debate
one another only if they are given the questions ahead of time. This is a
fine example to send our children in school. As a matter of fact, the one
candidate who wanted the questions ahead of time is the same one who
wants to help children learn. I always wanted the questions to. the test
prior to the examinations.
Chances are we would never know who the person would be that would
yell fire in a crowded theater but we do know who financed this unnecessary recall election that is going to the heart of a free democracy. If he is
successful th~ genie will be out of the bottle and we will never get her back
in. All freedom loving citizens of California must put the genie back into
the bottle on O ctober 7th by voting No to this RecaU. You have the water
in your hand to put out the fires of the recall by just voting No.
If you just find it too difficult to vote No on the recall but want to put
out the fire vote Cruz Bustamante for Governor. Some say Bustamante
used the N word while speaking to an all Black organization. Cruz said
he did not. Arnold Schwarzenegger is your other choice and he admits to
the r aping of a Black woman during his hey days as a weighlifter. He
makes no apologies for bis actions when he was in his twentie~.
Bustamante has encouraged his friends to do business with the Black
community. He has re-committed to further those efforts if be is elected ·
governor. Arnold has agreed to open the books which are public record
anyway. Vote yes for Cruz if you can't vote no on the recaU.

Vote No On 54
Vote NO on Proposition 54. This is a proposition that is no good in a
society that is as diverse as California. We as Black Americans have too
much to lose if this crazy idea is passed. The numbers game is the only
game we h ave, when it comes to seeking justice in this unfair legal society we live in. Vote No on 54.
NO on the RecaU
Yes for Cruz Bustamante
NO on 54
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Black America's Unfinished March on Washington
This past weekend thousands of more to hurt than help bring about
Americans
· gathered
in integration.
Washington- joined in spirit, no
For example, in May 1961, when
doubt, by miJlions of their compatri- the Gallup PoJI asked if integration
ots throughout the country-to cele- should be brought about by every
brate the fortieth anniversary of the means in the near future, only 23
historic March on Washington that percent agreed; 61 percent preferred
occurred August 28, 1963.
gradual change. Another Gallup
In fact, the commemoration had poll that spring found that only 24
an even more important purpose: to percent of the country approved of
declare that there 's a great deal of the Freedom Rides activists were
work yet to be done on the civil staging to test the federal law barrights and racial justice front. Our ring segregation in interstate travel;
present and future is where, to use 64 percent disapproved. A May
the words of a civil rights anthem of 1962 Gallup Poll found that 67 perthose years, we all need to keep our cent of Americans thought the
eyes most sharply on the prize of Kennedy Administration's civil
closing the egregious "equa lity rights policy-which at that point
gaps" in America.
was actually to do as little as possiBut Saturday 's celebration is ble-was either just right or pushing
also worthwhile in helping us recall too fast for integration. Only 11
the racial tenor of the early 1960s in percent thought the Administration
America, and in making clear how was not moving fast enough.
difficult and strewn with obstacles Kennedy 's inactivity, as Dallek
was the path that led to and from the shows, was a product of both. his
Lincoln Memorial that sweltering personal lack of concern about civil
August day.
rights up to that point and his politiOne fresh look at those years can cal need not to antagonize the
be found in the new gripping biog- Southern segregationist Senators
raphy of President John F. Kennedy and Representatives who then domby the historian Robert Dallek,,An inated the Congress. But in broader
Unfinished Life: John F. Kennedy, terms JFK also perfectly represent1917 - 1963.
ed the great gap between White
Dallek shows how lukewarmAmerica 's rh~torical allegiance to
at best- America's White majority the ideals of the Constitution and•
was regarding the right of the Declaration and the reality most
Americans of African descent to full . Whites either actively pursued or
citizenship. Most felt that the nonvi- tolerated.
olent demonstrations civil rights
It was the civil rights movement
activists were using to chaJienge that helped- and compelled~
segregation in the South would do White America to narrow that gap.

That hypocrisy is what Martin
Luther King, Jr. was referring to that
day at the Lincoln Memorial when
he declared the movement's intent
"to dramatize an appalling condition"-namely, America 's defaultPresident & CEO
ing on its "promissory note" of "the
Na1iom1I Urban League
inalienable rights of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness" for all.
"But we refuse to believe that the
progress that the considerable
bank of justice is bankrupt," King advances made on the racial front
went on, his metaphors drawing
since the 1960s underscore the
knowing laughter from the throng.
equality gaps that continue to exist
"We refuse to believe that there are
between Blacks and Whites in such
insufficient funds in the great.vaults
areas as education, in income and
of opportunity in this nation."
·wealth, in access to health care and
Before King spoke, Whitney M .
home ownershi p, and in the assurYoung, Jr., then head of the National
ance of freedom from discriminaUrban League, had reminded those
tion, and the guarantee of j ustice in
listening that while the March was
the criminal justice system.
"a tribute" to African Americans'
The " heavy lifting" in closing
unstinting faith in America, " [T]hat
those gaps will be the responsibility
we meet here at all, however, is to
of all Americans-even if, as was
the shame of some who have always
the case during the civil rights years
blocked the progress of the browQ
of the I9S0s and 1960s, African
American."
-Americans must bear more than
The 1963 March on Washington
their share of the work.
was just one sign in the early 1960s
That reality isn't something we
that JFK, and many others in White
should shrink from. It's something
America, had, as Kennedy aide
we at the National Urban League
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. later put it,
welcome, for we take as inspiration
"miscalculated the dynamism of a
Whitney M . Young 's closing words
revolutionary movement."
that day:
I'm confident that those pres"This is the real significance of
ent-in person and in spirit-at the
our March on Washington today,
Lincoln Memorial last Saturday
August 28, 1963," he said. "Our
understand that, contrary to the rhetmarch is a march for America. It is
oric of some, the need for a "revolua march just begun."
tionary movement" for civil rights
and racial justice remains.
lt is America's paradox of
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Bustamante, the Recall, and the NWord
The moment that California
Lieutenant
Governor
Cru z
Bustamante said he would toss his
name in as a replacement candidate
in the recall race, the buzz among
Blacks was that he was the guy who
used the N word . In a speech in
February, 2001 to a group of Black
trade unionists Bustamante purportedly slipped and uttered the <lteaded
N-word. When a handful of Blacks
in the audience stormed out in
protest, Bustamante, knew he was in
deep hock. He backpedaled fast and
swore it was a word slip, did profuse
mea culpas, and furiously waved his
credentials as a staunch defender of
immigrant rights, affirmative action,
and multiculturalism.
He hasn't changed. When he
unveiled his $12 billion revenue and
savings plan to solve California's
budget crisis, Bustamante struck a
populist tax the rich theme that deliberately sent an "I'm one of you too"
message to labor, Blacks and
Latinos, the core Democrats. He al so
pledged to vigorously oppose UC
regent Ward Connerly's Racial
Privacy Initiative (Proposition S4 on
the October 7 California ballot) that
virtual! y bars all s.tate agencies from
collecting racial data.
Bustamante comes off as a solid,
liberal, even left-leaning Democrat
when his record is stacked against
that of the cautious, centrist,
Governor Gray Davis, whom Blacks
overwhelmingly backed during both
his gubernatorial bids. Yet, now that
polls show Bustamante in a statisti-

cal dead hea with Schwarzenegger
to replace Davis if the recall passes,
the anxiety about him and his use of
that word is even more intense
among many Blacks.
That anx iety is less about
Bustamante and his careless,
unthinking slip, then a resurface of
the political tensions between many
Blacks and Latinos. That tension
publicly surfaced in 2001 when Los
Angeles mayoral candidate Antonio
Villaraigosa promised to weld the
city 's now majority minorities into a
powerhouse multi-ethnic coalition
that would be a model for racial
peace and progress in L.A. and the
nation. Villaraigosa got strong support from Latinos, Asians, and Jews.
But Villaraigosa's multi-ethnic pitch
fell on stone ears with Black voters.
They voted overwhelmingly for the
eventual winner, a White centrist,
James Hahn.
The huge surge in Latino numbers
and voting power, and the real
prospect of Bustamante's becoming
the first Latino governor in modern
California history, has made Blacks
even more fearful that they will be
pushed even further to the margin in
California politics. It's a legitimate

fear. There are mort than two million
Latino voters in the state, and that
number will soar by the 2004 elections. In Los Angeles, Latinos leaped
from less than ten percent of the voters a decade ago to nearly 2S percent
today. The 24 member state legislature's Democratic Latino caucus, for
instance, endorsed Bustamante. By
contrast the number of Blacks in the
state legislature has dwindled to six
and the districts they represent are all
located in or near South Los Angeles.
And, Latinos are the growing majority in their districts. There are now as
many Latino Republicans in the state
legislature as Blacks. In Congress,
Latinos hold one out of six of
California's Congressional seats.
Three out of California's four
Black congresspersons represent
mostly South Los Angeles districts.
They face the same bleak rules of
political disengagement as the Black
state legislators. Latinos make-up the
statistical majority in their districts,
and they will soon be the voting
majority. Though the Black congresspersons can't be tenned out,
they can be voted out, and if they
don' t deliver the goods to their
majority Latino constituents who
almost cc;rtainly in the next decade if
not before will be the voting majority in their districts they will be
dumped from office.
Yet, Bustamante has a couple of
problems.
He
can ' t
beat
Schwarzenegger with Latino and
labor votes alone. Bustamante will
need a near rock solid majority

among Black voters. They make up
about 12 percent of the state's voters
and they are even more core
Democrats than labor or the Latino
voters. In 2000, nearly 8S percent of
Blacks voted for the Democrats,
about 70 percent of Latinos voted
Democratic. In addition to I.he racial
tremors among )3lac
about
Bustamante, nearly 15 · percent of
Blacks in California voted for Busti
in 2000. This was the fourth biggest
Black vote total the Republi~ans got
from any state. If Black voters view
Schwarzenegger as a socially liberal
alternative to the state' hard-core
rightist Republicans, and he make a
real effort to court them, that could
spell peril for Bustamante. In informal surveys, Blacks don' t express
the
reflexive
hostility
to
Schwarzenegger as they do to other
Re publicans.
They will watch closely though to
see what he says and does about
Connerly's race initiative. So far, he
has been as mute on that as other crucial issues.
If Davis continues his downward
plunge in the polls, Bustamante 's
stock will rise even higher among
Democrats. And that would include
Black Democrats too, if only it wasn' t for him and that word.

Earl Ofari Hutchinson is an author
and political analyst. Visit his news
and opinion website: www.thehutchinsonreport.com He is the
author of The Crisis in Black and
Black (Middle Passage Press).
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complex and secret ways to reaffirm
their original names, identities,
family names, and memories of
family members . For example,
'{Ilore than a third of all slave children were named for their fathers.
There was a connection between
Grandparents accou~ted for almost
the freeing of the laves and the
as many names as mothers and
ancient African concept of "death
fathers. These and other namings
and resurrection." Based on the
like them helped link slaves to their
god-ma n story of Osiris, this named Bull, Tom would have spoancestors and contemporaries .
African savior-god "made men and
ken of him as "Harbison 's Bull; but Much of this information was kept
women to be born again." As a a son or a dog of that name was
on the blank pages of the family
god-man, he suffered, he died, rose 'Bull Harbison.' " Although outBible. In addition, renaming themagain, and reigned eternally in wardly acknowledging the slave
selves helped sever psychological
heaven. Africans believed that they, master 's surnames , many slaves
bonds to their former slave owners
by living a good life, would inherit secretly had their own meaningful
and shift their mindset away from
eternal life •- j ust as O siris had surnames. Those names immedibeing considered as chattel (moving
done. Certain groups, like the Fon ately came to light when they were
property).
(Kwa speakers of Benin) and freed in 186S. The reason was an
That simple shift in mindset had
Yoruba (coastal West Africa), enact- unspoken resentment among these
profound effects on the new exed these scenarios in the training
slaves not to bear the surnames of slaves life-shaping decision-makand activities of mediums serving
the ir former owner s.
In the ing. Still, they needed all the help
divinations. The idea of spiritual
Carolina rice country, scarcely any they could get because of being
renewal was about the candidates Negro chose the name of his/her
overwhelmed by the problems assoshedding their former personalities,
~onner owner. By shedding their ciated with freedom - for which
at least ritually and symbolically,
slave owner's surnames, the newly they had absolutely no preparation.
and embracing new personalities
freed slaves took a first step toward Apart from being simply physically
dedicated to the service of their
mental freedom. In fact, throughout free by law, none had any possesdivinities and communities. Being
slavery, many had gone through sions, money, help, or direction.
FA C.S.
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born anew necessitated the taking
of new names.
So it was with the freed African
American slaves. Prior to emancipation, many Slave owners, especially in Tennessee~ applied their
s urnames to slaves. In Missouri, as
explained in Mark Twain's Tom
Sawyer, a naming pattern went like
this: "If Mr. Harbison owned a slave

Their tiny bit of "renaming'' mental freedom caused them to focus
on getting an education as the
only way out. Thus they crowded
schools everywhere.
To enter
school, they suddenly needed surnames. In order of decreasing frequency, the more common names
they chose were: Smith, Johnson,
Brown, Williams, Jones, Mille r,
Davis, Wilson, Anderson, Thomas,
Moore, Taylor, Martin, Thompson;
White, Jackson, Harris, Clark,
L ewis
Hall, Allen,
Young;
R obinson, Walker, Nelson, and
Washington. Incidentally, a most
rem arkable statistic is that in two
decades Negro illiteracy had
dro pped fro m 96% to 57% and, by
1940, down to 9%. The fact that
African Americans in the post slavery era knew that the only way to be
set free and to overcome the
destruction to their humanity, self.
concept, an d elf-esteem was to
acqui re an education remains as
applicable today.
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D

,,
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SHOPWEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 THROUGH SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5 FOR STOREWIDE SAVINGS AND VAL_
UES.

25-40% OFF NEW FALL LOOKS FOR HER AND FOR KIDS

30-40%
OFF
FALL COATS FOR HER
*LIZ CLAIBORNE
*A FAMOUS
NEW YORK·
MAKER
*LONDON FOG®
-lfGALLERY ·
KRISTEN BLAKE
*AND .OTHERS

*

JI

SALE
179.99
KASPER SUITS
FOR HER
Choose from
an assortment
of colors
and styles.
For misses
and petites.
Reg. $280

25% OFF

CAREER DRESSES
From Donna Ricco,
Studio M, a famous
New York maker and
others. For misses
and petites.
Reg. $69-$238,

sole
51.75-178.50

25% OFF

FALL SPORTSWEAR
FOR HER BY

AMERICA'S
FAVORITE

OESK,tiER , ,

Save QO tops,.

pdnts, skirts
and more. ·
Reg. $35-$70,

2- AND 3-PIECE
CLOTHINGSETS
FOR KIDS
By greendog•, Beluga,
First Impressions,
and others.
For infants,
girls 2-6x
and boys 2-7.

sole
26.25-52.50

Prices, promotions ond selection moy differ on mocys.com. Sole merchandise Is from specially selected groups unless Identified os "al!." Sale prices may Include reductions token from regular stock,
plus deoronce/doseout Items. Intermediate markdowns moy bave been token. Advertised Items moy not be avollcble In every store. Orlglnal, clearance, closeout and permanently- or Just-reduced
Items will remain ot a reduced price after this event. Some original prices may not have been in effect over the past 90 days. Only, value, everyday, special-purchase and now prices olso will remain
In effect ofter the event. Clearance, closeout and special-purchase merchandise Is avclloble while supplies lest Best value Items ere excluded from all soles, price reductions and coupons.
Regular and orfglnal prices are offering prices and may not have resulted In act\Jal sales. No moll or phone orders. Some items mqy be part of o sale in progress. Regular/sale prices in effect
September 24-0ctober 5.

Also shop macvs.com

40% OFF

SAVE10% MORE
YOUR FIRST TWO DAYS...
When you open a Macy's account.

Some exclusions apply. Subject to credit approval.
see your Soles Associate for details.
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MURRIETA
Continued from Front Page

involved in the situation and a
meeting was set up between
NAACP members, school officials,
students and concerned community
members. Over 30 people attended
and another meeting is planned
soon, Long said.
Meetings between parents, students and school officials also took
place after racist incidents occurred
at Norco High School and Hemet
High School. Nearly 300 people
attended those meetings to address
the crises. Meetings like this need
to continue, LQng said.
"We need to continue to take a
hard look at the situation that is
brewing and lay things out on the
table," Long said, "And as a com•munity and a county, ask what are
we going to do to help this go away,
and to produce a safe and nurturing
environment for our kids."

DYMALLY
Continued from Front Page

Dymally said that he decided to
enter the political arena again after
he noticed that minority representation in state government was very
low and that.education was suffering.
Dymally said that the community needs to come together in unity
against issues such as Proposition
54 and the Recall Election. ln
pointing out the politics surrounding the Recall Election and
Proposition 54, DymaJly issued a
charge to community leaders and

ACCIDENT
Continued from Front Page

course work for the surgical technician position and received it posthumously on September 20, 2003.
One of his sayings was "a man
who stands for nothing, falls for
anything. I strive not to be that
man!"
Left to cherish his memory is
wife Tanika Nichole (White)
Kirksey, children, Rochelle Marie,
Caleb Amir, and Elijah all of
Moreno Valley, parents Janice and
Leroy Kirksey, Jr of San

Long's office has been in contact
with agencies in Washington, D.C.
and has planned specific e"'.ents
including a eounty summit on Oct.
16 to address the issues surrounding
the racist incidents and the creation
of a crisis team on the regional level
to address future similar crises and
to undergo formal training on how
to defuse situations.
Diane Perez, a representative
from the County Office of
Education's Safe Schools Unit, said
that the county's interests are to prevent violence in the schools and the
community. Campus security has
been increased, she said.
"We want our community to
know how much emphasis is placed
on school safety," she said, and
added that this pertained to emotional as well as physical security.
She said that her office has received
many phone calls from parents of
students and law enforcement personnel asking what was being done
the community to work diligently
in getting people registered to vote,
and to vote "No on Prop 54 and No
on the Recall" on October 7, 2003.
Branch President Jarman said that
Assemblyman Dymally was well
receivecl and that there was an
excellent turnout of community
leaders, elected officials, community members,. students from local
universities, .and minority press.
Branch President Jarman said it
was a good event.
The NAACP, founded in 1909,
is the oldest and largest civil rights.
organization in the nation.

Bernardino,
brothers
D e o.n
Chatman of
Riverside
and Maleeke
Chatman of
Ria Ito ,
Autrey
Leroy "Bwu-u'kwm" Fowler of
Kirksey
S
a
n
Bernardino.
sister
Shawana
Chatman of Rialto; uncles Gregory
and. Tony Kirksey; aunts Elaine
Smith and Donna Kirksey all of San
Bernardino and a host of other family members and friends.
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downplayed either but that those
groups usually prey on students
who are disconnected or come from
families which are heavily racist.
The school environment and the
values it promotes can countet:act
the affect of racism at home, she
said.
. Sharon Lindsey, superintendent
of the Lake Elsinore School
District, said that there were Unity
Forum groups at both of that
District's high schools including
Elsinore High School which, have
been in place for at least two years.
The groups bring together students
from many representative groups
on campus including different racial
Riverside Superintendent Dave Long
and ethnic groups, she said. They
about these incidents and what sup- have discussions, bring up concerns
port could be offered.
and make recommendations on how
When asked about incidents that issues are handled at the schools.
occurred at other high schools
She said that one incident had
besides Murrieta High School, she been reported at Elsinore High
said that none of the other incidents School so far.
had been directly reported to her.
"We had a situation with a flag,
Perez said that she had met with where we had some students on 9school officials on Sept. 19 to 11 carrying American flags. One of
address the recent incidents and them had an iron cross and a
added that the county works with swastika on top of it," Lindsey said,
the 11 Safe School, Healthy Student" adding that there was nothing illeinitiative which emphasizes preven- gal or inappropriate about having
tion.
flags. She added that the students
Unity forums have also been cre- were disciplined for the disruption
ated, at some of the county's high that followed and their defiant reacschools including Murrieta High tion towards school officials
School and Elsinore High School, addressing it.
two of the schools affected by the
Long said he believed that the
racist activity and hate crimes of incidents at the high school camrecent weeks. Students are trained puses reflect what's going on in
as team leaders to work as a group society and that there is a tendency
with other students to try to change to act out and respond quickly to
the culture through dialogue and lis- thirrgs, resulting from deep seated
tening.
feelings within the students. He said
"Issues often start with lack of that there needed to be a serious
respect," Perez said, while relating
an example involving a middle
school in the county that had incidents of racial violence. The school
officials created student dialogues
to talk about what was happening.
"Until you go in to find out what's
going on," she said, 11 You don'f
know what's happening." Perez
said. Within an hour, the officials
learned from the students' discussion that the racial tolerance among
them had eroded after a year spent
of having their needs neglected, she
said.
Perez said that outside influence
su~h as hate groups should not be

effort as a society to find out why
these feelings are surfacing in this
way.
"It's not going to go away if we
just ignore it, 11 Long said, "so we're

AWARD
Cotinued from Front Page

began in fall 1999 with Elmer
Thomas and Kimberly Cross as copresidents. Thomas is now in
UCR's Computer Engineering
Ph.D. program and Cross was just
accepted
to
the
Chemical
Engineering Ph.D. program at
UCLA. Cross is the chairperson
for NSBE's Region 6. Korey
Sewell, UCR-NSBE's outgoing
president, will be the Academic
Excellence Chair for Region 6 next
year.
UCR-NSBE received the UC
Riverside Bourns College of
Engineering's Outstanding Club of
the Year Award in 2001-02 and
2002-03. UCR's Student Life and
Leadership Center had UCR-NSBE
conduct its leadership training for
all the campus clubs last fall.
UCR-NSBE has received fund-

going to get right at it."
The Perris, Murrieta, Hemet and
Norco School districts did not
return repeated phone calls at press
time.
ing from Equilon, Pac Bell, Cal
Trans, and Unisys. This year
Kimberly· Cross received the
Equilon Outstanding Leadership
Award. She has an impressive
record, including research at
Cornel, Berkeley, UCR, and
Lawrence Livermore Lab. Cross
said, "My parents inspired me to
work hard in alt my endeavors in
life to help lead the way for future
students and leaders.•
Elmer Thomas said, "Even
though I was not making great
grades in my first few quarters,
with a lot of hard work and support
from NSBE, I was able to turn my
life around. Everyone can succeed
ifthey are willing to put in the time
and make important connections
with their professors and programs
available to help them."
Thomas· has also served as the
webmaster
for
blackvoicenews.com since 1999.

Fundraiser for Van Johnson
Ward City Council, Saturday,
September 27, 2003 beginning
at 5:00 p.rn. to 7:00 p.m.
Assemblyman Mervyn M. .
The event will be held at
Dymally and Bonnie S.
3161
Windsor Ori ve, San
Johnson will attend a
fundraiser for Rikke Van Bernardino. To RSVP call
Johnson, Candidate for 6th (909) 867-4457.
The Black Voice News
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Runni.ng your own

•
bus·i .ness requ1.res
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•
pass1on
and
fi.nanci.al savvy.

Vou provi.de th_e
f i.rst~ we wi.ll help
wi.th the second.
Ci.ti.bank i.nvi.tes you to a tree SBA Loan swmi.nar tor current and asp1.r1.ng
small busi.ness owners. If you want to expand your exi.sti.ng operati.on, or
i.f you have al.ways dreu,ed of starti.ng your own busi.ness, thi.s ttemi.nar
can show you ways to make i.t happen. The free semi.nar wi.1.1. be hel.d on
September 30, but space i.s 1.i.mi.ted.

For ti.mes and 1.ocati.ona
near you. can 1-877-318-11"1'7.

...

Li.ve ri.chly:
ci.ti.bank.com

@
-
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OCTOBER IS BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS MONTH! ·
~ ~- COUNTY OF •

rl

~~M~
2001 WlnMt IPMA Anni f o r ~

CANCER DETEC T ION
PROGRAMS
EVERY W OMAN COUNTS

FREE BREAST EXAMS/MAMMOGRAMS
for women 40 years+. Call (800) 511-2300
to pre-qualify for a free exam. For Cervical
Health information, please call

909-697-6565

X

229

Provided by the Desert Sierra Partnership.
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CSUSB Ranks Top 100 in Bachelor's Degrees to Minorities
1,

L
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academic affairs. "Over the past
five years the nwnber of students
belonging to underrepresented
groups has grown to more than 50
percent of our enrollment, with
Hispanics soaring to more than 30
percent of the student population.
We no longer have a·majority eth-

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

With the start of the new school
year approaching, California State
University, San Bernardino continues its prominence in attracting
and graduating minority students
from universities and colleges
around the country.
,
Cal State San Bernardino
ranked 57th among. Black Issues
in Higher Education's top 100
U.S. colleges and universities that
confer . the most bachelor's
degrees on minority students in
2001-2002,joining 13 other CSU
campuses on the national list,
according to data from the U.S.
Department of Education.
"Our campus has worked hard
with area s~hools, civic groups,
local churches and local government tci develop and implement

The Bfuck Ynice News
RIVERSIDE

r
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Twyla Tharp's title as
America's greatest living choreographer is well-deserved
and her six-member company,
Twyla Tharp Dance, will fascinate in an evening devoted
to showcasing her ingenious
eye for vivid, impeccably
crafted dance. An everlasting
iconoclast who has changed
the look of dance, Tharp has
always put on a great show.
On Saturday, October 11, this
legendary
choreographer
brings her creative ~enius to

degrees awarded to Hispanics for
the academic year 2000-2001.
Hispanics earned one-quarter of
the total bachelor's degrees
awarded at CSUSB in 2002, ranking the university fourth in the
California State University system for the percentage of bache-

lor's degrees presented to
Hispanic students. Cal State San
Bernardino also ranked 44th
nationally for campuses awarding
master's degrees to Hispanics.
For more information, contact
the CSUSB public affairs office at
(909) 880-5007.

'

4th Annu-al Awards Dinner and Conference for Women Set
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

CSUSB President Albert Karnig

outreach programs to increase
diversity on our campus," said
Louis Fernandez, university
provost and vice president for

·Twyla Tharp to Perform at UCR
•,

nic group on campus."
Earlier this year, The Hispanic
Outlook in Higher Education
announced that Cal State San
Bernardino ranked 21st jn the
United States among four-year
colleges for total Hispanic enrollment, and 27th for bachelor's

UC Riverside Theatre at 8:00
. p.m. Exuberant, edgy, penetrating, romantic, radiant with
lyricism and winking with
mischief, she has created a
revolutionary fusion of classical, modern, jazz dancing that
has catapulted ballet into the
21st century. Ever since she
began choregraphing she has
challenged traditional ideas
about dance with unsparing
originality, musicality and
dead-on wit.
For more information and
tickets contact the UCR Box
Office at (999) 787-4331.

The achievements of outstanding Inland Empire women
professionals will be recognized,
while younger women will have
the opportunity to meet those
established in their careers and
forge mentoring relationships at
the fourth annual Inland Empire
Women
in
Focus
2003
Conference and Gala Awards on
Oct. 17 and 18 at Cal State San
Bernardino.
More than 300 women and
teens are expected at the event to
meet and exchange ideas for
advancing the role of women in
the workplace, and to recognize
those women who have been
successful in their careers.
The event is being organized
by Jonnetta Chambers, of
Chambers Communications and
Training Techniques LLC in
Rialto, with assistance from the
university's Women's Resource
Center and Cross Cultural
Center, among other sponsors.
The weekend will begin with
the awards dinner at 6:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 17, in
the
University Commons. Awards
will be given to women· .a nd

I

teens in several categories,
including leadership, community
service, advocacy and academic
- excellence. U.S. Senator Barbara
Boxer has offered her support to
additionally honor all awardees.
. Amy Donovan, business
columnist of the The Sun newspaper will be the mistress of ceremony, with motivational author
and poet Dameon Wroe scheduled to perform excerpts of his
poetry in honor of awardees.
Scheduled to address the dinner's attendees is Anita Starks,
president of S & A Search
Associates & Consultants, and
Janet Honn-Alex, director of
CSUSB's Women's Resource
and Adult Re-Entry centers.
Cost of the dinner is $40, and
tickets may be purchased the
night of the event. The conference will begin at 8 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 18, also at the
University Commons.
The opening session will feature Dr. Letitia Wright, host of
"The Wright Place," which airs
on several area cable television
channels, as mistress of ceremony. Sherea VeJauan, recording
artist, will perform songs of
inspiration. Workshops will
address topics such as non-ver-

bal communication; how to get $29 for teens. Participants may
your book published; employer- register in advance, or the day of
employee
behavioral-based the conference, or online at
interviewing skills; why people www.wifforum.com; enter
get hired, fired and promoted; Women in Focus FORUM home
life balance; relationship build- page and select the link to the
ing; self-esteem; etiquette; net- conference. Chambers said dinworking; leadership; getting into ner attendees and conference
college and successfully finish- participants can save up to $4
ing your degree; and entrepre- off the cost of the awards banneurial vs. intrapreneurial strate- quet or the conference _by donatgies.
ing canned/boxed goods to be
Speakers scheduled to appear distributed to needy families
during the conference include: during
Thanksgiving
and
John Futch, director of CSUSB 's Christmas.
Cross Cultural Center; Dr. Betty
Also sponsoring the event are
Spence, CEO of the New York- the National Association for
based National Association for Female Executives (NAPE), S .
Female Executives, the 125,000- & A Search Associates &
member professional women's Consultants,
Written
network with which Women in Expressions Enterprise Iµc.,
Focus FORUM is affiliated; Vanessa Brown's Inland Empire
Rudy Garcia-Tolson, a F,o ntana Community Cultural Calendar,
youngster who has overcome the Chambers Communications &
loss of his legs and has set Training Techniques LLC and
national t:riathlete records with The Wright Place Regional
the use of prosthetic legs and is Television Show. Parking is
the national spokesperson for the $1.50 per vehicle at Cal State
Challenged Athletes Foundat!on; San Bernardino.
and Millie McGhee, CEO of
For more information, contact
Young Talented Achievers, once . Jonnetta Chambers at (909) 873an illiterate youth, now success- 5055 or the Cal State San
ful author and entrepreneur.
Bernardino public affairs office
Cost of the conference is $49 at (909) 880-5007.
for adults, $44 for students and

Knowing About High Blood

Pressure

.
f .A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M.

Dear Dr. Levister: My father and
brother died of stroke caused by
high blood pressure. My friends say
not to worry. They say there is no
urgent need to know my own pressure or learn more about this disease because I don't fit the typical
image of overweight, poor and
stressed out. Is this true? YH
Dear YH: When it comes to your
friends, run the other way as fast as
you can. Knowledge is power and
in this case it could save your life.
Knowing your blood pressure and
what causes hypertension (high
blood pressure) particularly persons
with a family history is extremely
• · important. Sure, we all know about
the perils of high blood pressure, or
do we? Which of the basics do you
know, and what do you know about
your own?
The ~ati'onal Council on Aging
recently conducted a survey of
more than 2000 Americans over the
age of 50 to see what they knew
about high blood pressure, including its risks and causes. The
Council found that nearly half of
those surveyed do not know their
s'ystolic and diastolic blood pressure numbers. In this group, only a
quarter knew that the top number,
the systolic figure, was as important
,_ indicator of high blood pressure,
ir- and more than two thirds had not
discussed the importance of high
: blood pressure with a doctor or a
I nurse in the past twelve months.
Forty-five percent of those sur·veyed described the typical image
of a person with hypertension as
overweight, overworked male with
a short fuse. SQund familiar? The
truth is, high blood pressure affects
people of all ages, races, social
classes, sizes and shapes, women as
well as men, and even children -- a
total of more than 60 million
Americans. Moreover, at least 20
million of them are currently on
antihypertensi ve drugs, spending

!

more on such medications (approx- Black male in America is inherently
imately 2.5 billion dollars a year) stressful. Yet like your friends,
than on drugs f?r any other diagno- many people still don't have a clue.
sis.
When it comes to advice on your
Hypertension is known as the health, dump your friends and see
"silent killer" because it doesn't your doctor or health care provider.
produce any symptoms -- at least
Remember we don't have a cure.
none that most people are aware of Treatment to prevent the complicauntil considerable damage has tions of stroke, heart attacks, and
already been done. Those with a kidney failure, is for life.
family history of hypertension are
twice as likely to develop it as othDr. Levister welcomes reader mail
ers. For reasons not completely concerning their body but regrets
understood, Blacks -- especially that he is not able to answer indimales tend to develop high blood vidual letters. Your letters will be
pressure earlier in life, and much incorporated into the column as
more often with fatal results.
space permits. You may direct your
A lot of things can cause or aggra- letters to Dr. Levister in care of
vate high blood pressure to include Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581, ·
family traits, high blood fat levels, Riverside, CA 92502. For more
diabetes or kidney disease, salt information about your Black
intake, emotional stress and obesity. health visit African American
There is an undercurrent of thought Health Network at www.aahn.com.
that one of the reasons Black males
in America have a higher incidence
of hypertensi,,m is because being a

Do you ave any these problems.
Bankruptcy • Collections
Charge off • Repos
Call

(909) 793-2141 •
(909) 335-3691
1(866) 444-4407
"I'm back here at Redlands
Auto Center and I will continue to help THOUSANDS of ·
people who believe it's close
to impossible to purchase the
VEHICLE OF THEIR
CHOICE."

If you could afford to live life your way, what would you do?
Who would you be? Give your dream a chance. St~p by your
local retailer and buy a SuperLotto Plus® ticket.
If you've got a ticket, you.'ve got a chance.

Zarlesia McNary

STOP BY and see our huge selection of New And
Pre-Owned Vehicles

Please play responsibly. Must be 18 or older to play. Jackpots paid in 26 annual payments.
Overall odds 1 in 23. Jackpot odds 1 in 41 .4 million.

the
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Loveland Reveals Plans for Worshi-pFacility·
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

On Sunday, October 5, 2003 the
congregation of Lovelartd Church
will take a virtual tour of their new
worship facilities called the
Loveland Cascade Catheatre and
Pavilion. The virtual tour will take
congregants and visitors on a
detailed .tour of the outside .and
inside of the spectacular facilities.
Pastor Chuck will lead the tour along
with representatives from ASI,
Adventure Studios Inc. of Burbank,
CA. ASI is the architectural firm
Loveland has contracted to design
the campus and is responsible for the
virtual tour. This is the same firm
that designed Universal City Walk.
The tour will take place at both the
8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. services,
held at the Ontario Conventibn
Center located at 2000 E.
Convention Center Way in Ontario.
The entire campus from the majestic, state of the art buildings to the
artistically manicured landscaping to
the parking lot, has been designed to
fit into the vision of Love1and
Church and Pastor Chuck, who

teaches the Max-Life message. The
Max-Life (Maximum Life) message
is meant to help men, women, boys,
and girls live a victorious life spiritually, mentally, and physically. The
Loveland Cascade Catheatre and
Pavilion is designed to draw, win,
build, and send, cross cultural believers of Jesus Christ while also serving
the general community-this being
the thrust of the Loveland vision.
The state of the art worship facilities are designed to symbolize flowing wat~r and will use new technology in its construction. Beautiful
water fountains run throughout the
outside and inside of the, Cascade
Catheatre, continuing the scriptural
water theme found in John 7:38, "He
who believes in Me, as the Scripture
has said, out of hls heart will flow
rivers of living water."
The tour will be very detailed ·with
dialogue explaining the reason for
each of the features highlighted during the walk through. Features such
as flowing water fountains that run
from the inside to the outside of the
building, pixels which when viewed
from the air form an angel, the state

general public is invited to be a wonderful part of this celebration as
Loveland Church moves into its
promised land future. Loveland wor-

of the art roof of the building
designed to look like flowing water,
and the inside of the Centerpointe
building and Cascade Catheatre. The

ships at the Ontario Convention
Center at 2000 E. Convention Center
Way. From the 10 Frwy. east exit at
Holt -Boulevard and the Convention
Center will be on your right. From

St. Paul Celebrates Pastor's Anniversary:

Save The Children Benefit 200

The Black \0ice News

SAN BERNARDINO

"Help Turn Young Lives Around"

St. · Paul AME Church, 1555
W. 21 st Street, San Bernardino
invites the public to attend their
pastor's anniversary,· Sunday,

Sponsored By
California State University San l3ernardino
Santos Manuel Student Union
·
Cross Cultural Center
Wright's Adolescent Development Center, Inc.

Co-Sponsored by the Black Voice News, BOSS The Movement and Noresco

Saturday, October 25, 2003

EntrepreneLJ', Professional

Women: God's .Work of Art
Keynote speaker Margaret Pleasant Douroux Author and songwriter
"If it had not been the Lord on my side" and "Gi ve me a clean Heart"

EVENTS CENTER

September 28th 2003
• Renowned Feature Artist: Rufus Troutman

11 :00 A.M. Service
1910 Martin Luther K ing Blvd.
Riverside CA, 92507

• Mistress of Ceremony: Regina Brown
• Special Guest Speaker: Hardy L. Brown, BVN Publisher

• Awards Recognition Ceremony
• Special Drawing for gifts

Rufus Troutman

For' more info contact 909-684-8782
An event you don't want to miss !!!! !!!!!!

Proceeds to Benefit Youth Organizations including Teen Challenge and The Boys and Girls Club of Americ

Gospel Showboat Sets Sail
The Black Voice N ews

Gospel Showboat, Inc. will
set sail .on a four hour harbor
cruise/dinner and gospel
show October 18, 2003 leaving at 6:00 p.rn. sharp from

Tickets $35.00 per person. Available fa r purchase from select'lnland Empire organizations.
Artists subject to change. Valid CSUSB parking or $1 .50 daily pass required.

Newport Beach.
The showboat will also set
sail on October 25, 2003.
For showboat information
and tickets · call (909) 3568437.

For more information: C n· R IMAGES (909) 340-4585

~,H_

Salute our Youth 13enefit
Special Advertising Opportunities!

Final Ad Deadline-October 10, 2003

Wind ofthe Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Malllng Address
P.O. Box 1119, Fontana, CA 92334

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA

Services

'REF0'RMAT1<9N CHURCH

(909) 359-0203

Bible School
Sat. 9:30 am
Children•~ Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11 :00 am

Weekly Services

Dr. D.C. 'Nosakhere

Sat. KPRO 1570AM @ 2:00 pm - Sun
Thomas
8:30 am
Senior Apostle
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment

Sunday School (all ages)
9:00 a.m.
Christian Life Development (Adults only)
Classes
·
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Children's Church
(Available)
Tues. Bible Studies
11 :30 a.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.

Invites You to Worship God With Us at Sugar Hill
School 24455 Old Country Rd., Moreno Valley on
Sundays lp :30a.m. thru 12:30p.m.
Pastor John W. Thomas &
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

909680 -204-Lf

University Christian Church

Higher Ground Church
& Ministries Int'l.
(909) 848-0008

(909) 683-2840

Order of Services

Pastor Eldred M.
Smith, Sr.

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

Pastor WIiiiam &
Jamellza Carter

Church School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
· Uniting God,'s People

9:15 am :·.
9:15 am
1'1:OO am Marc K. Woodson
4 :3o pm
Senior Pastor

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m .
YPWW
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worsh
7:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Noonday Prayer 12:00 p.m.

THE IIARVFST MINisTRIBS

Pastor Elder Lawrence
C. and Olivia Ash
5595 Molino Way
Riverside, CA 92 509

8:00am

Hour of Power

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Thursday 11:00am

I

(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506' 2426

I

I

I

- - - If

Whose ver wiJ/. let him come!

I

"All are \.\~/come"

I

Sunday School
Sunday Worship Serv ice
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study

f

9:00 a.m .
10:30 a.m .
7:30 p.m. ,

II
II

OUR MISSION STATEMENT:

I

Bro. James Moore

"To enjoy God together a11d share Nim with Rev. Larry E. Campbell I
Others"
Pastor
I
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J I

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

Straight From The Bible Ministries -l

510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91 768

A Ministry of Exceflence

(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7: 15 pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm

E-M ail: lmanitc@gte.n et

We Do Ministry

Sunday

I

African Methodist Episcopal C hurch
28073 Diaz Road, Suites J/K, Temecula, C A 92590

f

Call 909-943-2236

We Don't Do Cllun:h

909-318-6052
909-653-0063

Website: graceoftemeculaval lyamechurch.org

- - Community Services - Revivals • Guest Speaker
Wedding • Christian Counseling
Funerals • Veterans Service

Ph:
Fax:

GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECULA VALLEY :I

with
Evangelist Bro. James Moore,
Heard on
KPRO Inspirational Radio
1570 AM Daily 5:00 PM

.

Sunday

19510 Van Buren Bl F-3
#1,99
Riverside, CA 92508
Sadikiproduction@aol.com

Pastor A.V.
Johnson

(909) 686-1757

Weekly Services

Thursday Women's Evug. Ser,·ice""'l'1 <
Prayer
7:30PM
S.ervice
8:00PM

Evangelist • Motivational Speaker
Singer • Songwriter • Composer

9:30 a.m.
Sun. School
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Service
6:45 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 -· 8:00 p.m. Friday Prayer
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. Sabbath Worship

Light of the World ·
Church of God In
Christ

(909) 276-8374

Tuesday ight Pasto ral Teachi ,
Bible S tudy
8:00PM
, l

I

Weekly Services

10:30 am
11 :45 am
5:30 am
5:30 pm

Schedule of Wo rship Service
Sunday School
9:30AM
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM
Sunday Night Service
7:00PM

LARRAINIA
GOODLOE

(909) 682-9960

Weekly Services

1'024 N. "G" Street • San B
(909) 381-2662

Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc.
31 7 W. La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501

3600 University Ave.
(Services at Bordwell
Park/Stratton Center)
Riverside, CA 92507

4135 Chicago Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

Saturday Service Sabbath
Earty Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

~ -~"'S:.2

WA.DC Inc. is a 501-C3 non-profit organization,

Rainbow Community Praise Center Int'I

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wed. Bible Study
Fri. family Fun Night

N t._")

BLACK VOICE NEWS

•

15854 Carter Street • Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com

Access the Spirit Radio Broadcast

Joshua· Beckley of Ecclesia
Christian Fellowship Church.:I
For more information, contac~
the church office at · (909) 887 -;
1718.

Celebrates their Annual Women's Day

California State University
San Bernardino

SpeOker, Pastor and Au1hor.
Uplond, CA

September 28, 2003 at 3:00 p.m,
The guest speaker will be Rev;

Park Avenue Baptist Church

Dinner, Art Show and Program
6:00 pm -9:00 pm
Keynote Speaker
Fredrick V. Coffee

the IO Frwy. west exit Vineyard
south to Holt Boulevard east and the
Convention Center will be on your
left.

Service Schedule
Masterlife Institute
Worship Service
lmani Village
Childrens Church
Man4mation/Women
Seeking Christ Study
Bible Study

Sunday 9:00 • 9:50 a.m.
Sunday ,10 :00 a.m.

1

l
I

Sunday 10 a.m.
Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00'p.m.

l

,.
Rev. Jelanl Kalela

. ~astor Andre &
Glendalee
Jackson

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome
For more info call 909-420-4184

I
l

Bible Study

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

Phillip & Denlee Powell

Senior Pastor & First Lady
1808 Commercen t e r W es t Su ite D San B ernard in o C A 92408

909.890.1420

Life _Church Of God In Christ
'

West Coast Faith Center International

presents

3349 Rubidou x Boule vard - Riverside, CA 92509
Toll Free No. (877) 684-Life - Fax No. (909) 684-8 11 7
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org

"Celebrating 16 Years of Mi11istry"

Church Motto: T RY G REAT THINGS FOR GO D,
-EXPECT GREAT T HINGS FROM GOD!

Pastor Ron and LaVette
Gibson

Where Ordinary People Lay Hold of Extraordinary Success

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT - Plan Now to Attend!

Wednesday Night Service at 7:00 p.m.
Miracle Friday Service
Every Friday Night at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Services at 7:30 a.m. & 10:00
a.m.
The Wessons are ordained by Dr. Creflo
Dollar. If you love World Changing you
will love West Coast Faith Center.
Pastors Leland and
Rhonda Wesson

11 285 S. State Street (Diamond
Valley Shopping Center), Hemet
For information call (909) 658-4680
www.westcoastfaithcenter.org

16th Annual Women's Day Service
Sunday, October 19, 2003 ~All Worship Services
"Covenant Sisters Living In Fulfillment of God's Purpose"

WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY

WORSHIP SERVICES: 8am, 9:45am. 11 ::io.m, 6pm
BIBLE STUDY:
7:00pm
CHILDREN'S CHURCH: 9,45 A. M.
(Classes for all Ages)
COOL CHURC({:
12 NOON (uka Yout h Church) EBIQAY
SUPPORT GROUP:
4pm
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 7:30pm.
(Every I" nnd 3rd )
LIFE CHR ISTIAN ACADEMY (Preschool 1hrough 3rd Grade) ~ Call (909) 684-3639 10 register and for more info.
Our :'LI VING IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY" television broadcast airs weekly on DirecTV-The Word Network PST
e,•ery Sunday-2:30pm, and Tuesd.iy-2pm and on The Church Chcmnel on Saturdny at 6:30pm.
A Christ-~ntered ministry in a contemporary setting with a cutting edge message for all!

Come 10

l if, -

IT WILL CHANGE YOURS!

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Groov es - Sun. 4 A M-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Co untdow n
Satu rday, 11 PM - 12 M idnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 A M

1

:
I

I
I

:I

e-mail: kproval @AOL.com
Le roilacey @AOL.com

(909) 688-1570

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...·1

(
'.J
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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New Joy Baptist Church

The Book of Acts

Second Baptist Church

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 92410
lhebookofacts@earthlink.net
Weekly Services

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

(909) 779-0088
Weekly Services
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Ro. /'au/ S.
M1111/md. M. 011·.

Prayer Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Bible Study Wed.
Apostle Harvey Jones Sunday Services
Sunday School
(909)
Sunday Worship

884-8241

10:00 am
5:30 pm
10:00 am
5:30 pm
9:45 am
11 :00 am

T. V. Broadcast Sundays Ch. 49 at 5:()() pm

St. Timothy Community Church
3100 N. State Street / PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Bible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

Pastor Eullas J . &
Evang. Monica
James

9:00 am
10:30 am

Sunday Worship

7:00 pm

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
1518 Williams Street• Banning, CA 92220

Weekly Services
Sunday School (1st Lady Teaches)
Praise & Worship
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
•
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night

Every I st Sunday Communion after 11 :00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - 10 am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

Alpha &Associates Christian Center
14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553
(909) 243-5147
(909) 247-4877-Fax
Weekly Services

8:00am

Moreno Valley Mission ME Church
10800 Hole Ave. Ste. 3&4
Riverside, CA 92505

SUN.

(909) 812-3509

Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9:00 a.m.

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

Pastor Elde r Arthur & Ruby Lewis, Ph .D.'s
405 Ellis S treet
La ke Els inore, CA 9 2530

(909) 283-1294
Weekly Services
Wed. Bible Study
Fri. Night Tarry Svc.

7:30 pm

7:30 pm

8:30 am
10:15 am
10:15 am
7:00 pm

Pastor F.D. Bullock

Sunday Service.,

11 :00 am

Sunday Sc~ool
Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

9:10 am
10:00 am

Sun. School
Sun. New Members· Class
Worship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
Thursday

9:45 am
9:45 am
8:00 am
11 : 15 am

Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Service
Wednesday

Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10: 15 a.m.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study, at 7:30 p.m.
CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™

Order of Services

J-

939 Clay Street
Redla nds, CA 92373
(909) 793-2380

Worship Services
"Receive Ye The
Jesus J oy"
Rev. H. Hubbard,
Pastor

·
Bible Classes

Bus Transportation is available

Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

8:00 a.m.
9 :45 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
S:OO pm
Dr. Clyde and
7 :00 pm Barbara Casslmy

~

Two Locations

Sunday Praise service
Sunda y @ 9:00 p .m.
The Tabernacle
1521 s'. Rive rsid e Ave .
Rialto, CA 92 376
(909) 874-8676

Family Ministry Night
Wednesday @ 7:00 p.m.
The Tabernacle
1521 S . Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376

Radio Ministry

The Tent
2591 Rub idoux Blvd
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 369-8742

Tree of Life Tabernacle Church of
God in ,Christ
2 14 N. P a lm Ave., Room 101
Rialto , CA 92376
(909) 874-5469
TreeofLlfeCOGIC @aol.com

'T he Healing Place· •

Service Time
Sunday Worship.

Pastor Iris Hailu

Quinn A.M.E.
Church
25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley,' CA 92553
(909) 485-6993
WEEKLY SERVICES
Pastor Najuma
Smith

New Century Baptist
Church
5413 34th Street
Rive rside, CA 92509
(909) 686-5171

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce Mcshan

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study ~Prayer Wed. 7 p.m.
'
Thursday
1 2 noon
Rev. & Mrs. Julio •
·
A. Andujo

Pastor Derrick E. Callicutt
Founder
11 :0 a.m.
Mrs. LaNetta Callicutt
First Lady

Gospel Time

. SHEPHERD'S

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 - FAX

ORDER OF SERVICES

Sunday School
9 :30 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Wednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7 :15 pm

w. Johnson, Th.D.

Senior Pastor & Visionary

Amos Temple CME

"An Arena for the Miraculous"
820 Healing Waters Dr.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morni ng Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues.
12:30 pm
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m.

Craig

Weekly Services
Sunday Sch ool
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
Albert RIiey, Assistant Pastor
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

Walk With Jesus Cathedral

Weekly Services

Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am
Youth Service 5:00 pm

One Church

"A Church in the Community for the Community"

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 682-4407

Weekly Service
SATURDAY

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE

New Beginnings
Community Baptist
· Church

l'.M. - SAT. 5:45 l'.M.

Community Missionary Baptist Church

L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor
& his wife, Karen J. Sykes

Teaching, preaching, m inistering far life change

KPRO 1570AM

Sunday School
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00 p.m.
Thursday Bibel Revival
7:00 p.m.
Daily ''Morning Glory"
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
10:00-12 noon
KPRO RADIO 1570 AM· WED. 2:00

9 :30 a.m.
Sun. School
,1 1 :00 a.m. Sunday Service
6;45 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
8 :00 p.m. Friday Prayer
8 • 9 :00 p.m ..Fri. Sabbath Worship

is a biblically-based

church that is personal, practical and purposeful.

&.nday @ 7:00 PM
Wechlsday @ 6:00 PM

'BIBLE STUDY

3 17 W. La Cade na Driv.e
Rive rs ide, CA 92501
(909) 683-2840

Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

14950 Riverside Dr.
March Air Reserve Base
Riverside, CA 92518
909/697-8803 • www.crosswor?church.org

12 noon

PRAYER MEETING

Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc.

Morning Services
Morning Worship
Evening Services

CHRISTIAN FEL LOWSHIP CHURCH™

7:00 pm

SUNDAY SERVICES

Rev. Anthony Hughes

"Let the-Healing Begin"

CROSSWORD

Haivest rJ Praise

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401
"A church where everybody is somebody"

7:00 pm

Victor L. Mayo, Sr.
Senior Pastor

School of Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Trinity Baptist Church

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

Sunday
7:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

6:00 - 8:00 p:ril.

7:00 pm

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley. CA
(909) 656-4015
"A church where everybody is somebody"
Weekly Services

Bethel AME Church

8:00 am
11 :00am
9:30 am

12:00 noon

remember the Cross .. . f ocus on the Word'™
L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor/feacher

t

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday

Men's Ministry

TUES.

The Living Word Baptist Church

Reverends John and
Shermella Egson

\

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

FIRST SAT.

10:00 a.m.
11: 15 a.m.

Youth Ministry
Rev. John Seniguar

Sunday Worship
Sermon Talk-Back
Sunday School
Wed. "Bible Alive•

Women's Ministry

MON.

Meeting Unity Christian Center
12 pm Service
2 pm Sunday School

4009 Locust (at I 0th St.)
Riverside, CA 9250 l
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-cbapel-ame-riv.org
Weekly Services

The House of God Which is the
Church of the Living God, The Pillar
and Ground of the Truth Without
Controversy - Lake Elsinore

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study·

WED.

Sunday Education
Morning Worship

Weekly Services

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church

Morning Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Worship Services

(909) 887-2813

The Rev. Noella Austin·
Buchanan
Pastor

location TBA ·

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Rivers ide, CA 92507
(909) 780-4829
Wee kly Services

11:30 pm

...-.......2-276 N. Medical Center Dr., San Bernardino, CA ~24 11

7:00 pm

Good News
Community Church

9:30 am

LITrLE ZION MlssIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

(909) 864-118 1 or 730=9325
www.coronacomame.org

Weekly Services

Pastors Cranston C Anderson
& Earnestine Poo~Anderson

7:00 pm
7:45 pm

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

"Hope For the Future - Help ·· .
For Today"

SUNDAY

7:30 am
9:00 am
10:15 am
10:15 am

"Second in Name, First in Love"

9191 Colorado Ave., Riverside, CA
(909) 788-9218
r•·., .

Services inside Holiday Inn Select

Sunday School
Morning Worship

www.secondbaptis~verside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open
Wednesday Services
Prayer Services
Bible Study

( 1/2 Block Soulh of Ontario Ave.)

Wednesday Bible Study

Bible Study
9:45 am
Worship Service
11 :00 am
, WED. & THURS.
Prayer Line
7:00 pm

Office: (90'J) 684-7532 • FAX: (90'J) 684-1564

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life, "

9:30 am
11 :00 am
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

Thursday, September 25, 2003

Sunday 12 :30 - 1 :30 pm

1570 AM
for
Advertisement call Dorothy Shepherd

(909) 597-7134

Showers of Blessings

Helen Yuman

9:40 am Sunday School
Sunday
Sunday
11:00 am Worship
Wednesday 7:00 pm Prayer/Bible
Study

Professional Singer/Soloist
Sp ecializing in

'Where the Power of God is being
manifested in the lives of the be/iev- Pastor K.L. Campbell
and PastorShaun
ers.·
10758 G. Avenue, Suite C
Hesperia, CA 92345
Elder K.L. Campbell
(760) 948-6568
Pastor/Teacher

.

Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC
Highland Unity Church Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church
New Visions Christian
Community Church
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
First Baptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Churd!\ of Love

(909) 943-9328
Fax (909) 657-1800

Helen Yuman

5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 Kansas Avenue
18991 Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.

Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 782-9904
(909) 222-2115
(909) 682-9810
(909) 780-2240
(909) 684-8782

Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor

18461 Mariposa Ave.
1575 West 17th Street
277 E. Fifth Street
24050 Theda

Riverside, CA 92508
San Bernardino, 92410
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 687-7454
(909) 887-2526
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-7720

Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
R,ev. Marvin L. Brown
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell

\
,.

Weddings • Banquets •
Religious Functions
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s3,500.oo.

~,ooo.,

FACTORY REBATE

FACTORY REBATE
or

00%
1

or

60 Months

2003 Lincoln LS

On Approved Credit

2003 Linco n Navigator

Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed tp qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

'

■

60 Months
On Approved Credit
Up to 60 months financing at $ 16.67 per 1,
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier
0, 1 credit through Ford Motor Credtt.

MSRP .. ........ . .........$41 ,815
FACTORY REBATE .• . , ..• . . . .2,500
FREEWAY DISCOUNT
2 500

MSRP , .... .... . ..... . ... .$39,995
FACTORY REBATE ...........3,000
FREEWAY DISCOUNT ... . .. .. 2,785

~4

00%

$1815·00

210·00

' VIN ~4Yo04418
1 at this price

VIN # 3ZJ39857
1 at this price

0.0%or

All New 2003 Lincoln Aviator

60 Months
On Approved Credit

2004 Lincoln Towncar Signature

Up to 60 months financing al $16.67 per
1,QOO financed to qualified buyers on
approved tier 0, 1 credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

Rebates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

IFRIEIBWAY 1L[NC01LN

$

909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

LIN COLN
4Mflt1 (;.AN

lli!CIIIIJV

www.freewaylm-vw.com
I

IT·

2003 MERCURY SABLE GS

.........1.', . . . . . . . . . •$22,315

MSRP
FACTORY REBATE •....•••••.. .$3,000

fllllWAY..llllllmlf(J O O O • •
NetCastToYou

• 0 • 0 I

,$1,500

$17,895

2003 GRAND MARQUIS LS
IISRP . ............ .. . .. .. .$21.IMO
FACTORY REBATE ........... ..$3,IIOO
f!IUWAY..J!IKWl(I I I 1 •• II • I I ,$2,000

or0,0%APR
O■ Approved

CredH

0

$24,340

Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 l inanced to
qualified buyers on approved
tier 0, 1, credit through Ford
Motor Credit. .

01'&0%APR
OnApprnedCncllt
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0,
1, credit through Ford Motor Credit.

2003 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&
MSRP .• , •••••• , .. .••• • • •••$30,010
FACTORY REBATE •...•.•• ••. • .$3,000

fllllWAY~

I I I I I I I• I I

,$2,290

$24,72

or0.0% APR
Up to 60 months financing at
S16 .67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1,

Up 106

$16.1,7
qualifi
tier 0, 1

credit through Ford Motor Cred,t.

VIN# 3UJ15695

PARTS -DEPT. SPECIAL

1Oo/o OFF

$11,999

$12,999

ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON
Excludes sale items, cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 10-30-03

SEPTEMBER SERVICE SPECIAL

$14,999
$24,999
Fad
Credit

1Oo/o OFF

s39,999

ALL 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN
SEPTEMBER. APPLIES TO LINCOLN &
MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY.
FREE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY U M DURING
THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER
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pick them up: "All of your
child's belongings need storage space if you expect them
to not be left around the
house," says Julia Summers,
Cargokids expert and mother
of one.
• "Action-figures tend to
migrate to piles underneath
the bed if they don't have a
place to call home when playtime is over." "Storage trunks
are essential to an organized
kids' room, however, toys are
not the only things that need a
home.
Hang wall hooks within
your child's Teach for jack~ts
and sweaters and save space
in the closet for shoe bags or
racks," advises Summers. For
school age children, parents
should consider a computer
workstation. ,
In addition to "housing" the
computer, it will serve as a
desk and provide extra storage for computer and school
supplies. Cargokids also carries CD/storage towers that
house small books, CDs and
stuffed animals.
Step 2: Labels Now that
you have supplied a home for
your child's belongings, create an easy system for them to
learn what goes where.
Mark storage areas with
color or picture labels that
they can recognize and understand. Look for drawer pulls
with pictures on them, such as
socks for a dresser drawer or

.,

a toothpaste tube for the baµt-,
room cabinet.
Summers also · suggests,
color-coding storage.areas for.
toys. "Color coordination is.
simple for kids; in fact, I use'
color coding as an adult!"
Cargokids has a wide vari-,
ety of large baskets and stor-:
age bins that are sturdy,'
attractive, colorful and rea-·
sonably priced.

Step 3: Lead Attention
Parents: You are the greatest
influence in your child's life.
The best and fastest way to
teach your kids that cleaning
up is easy and important is to
do it yourself.
Hang up your coat, don't
leave your shoes under the
coffee table and find a home
for your magazines and mail:·
"If parents don't pick up their
belongings from around the
house as part of their daily
routine, it makes it hard for
children to understand why
they have to," says Summers.
''Sending mi:iced signals is
confusing to children -- that's
why it is important to have a
simple system in place to
save you and your kids time
and frustration." Why waste
time?
Start now by cutting out this
article, putting the newspaper
in the recycling bin and show
your kids today how it's done.
To find a Cargokids store near
you, call (800) 333-1402.

Make cleaning your child's room easy as 1-2-3.

MA

way!
so. According to the experts for their child's belongings; 2)
Parents, read on for simple at Cargokids, a solutions- mark the storage areas with
hen parents ask
their children to ways to make cleaning up based children's furniture and easy-to-under stand labels;
clean up their easier for your kids and easier · accessories retailer, there are and most importantly, 3)
room, the typical response, at on you. Easy as 1-2: 3. ,
three easy steps parents can encourage them by leading by
best, is not enthusiastic -- and
The most important factor take to get their children in example.
at worst, well, lots of scream- in teaching your child to the habit of picking up after
Step 1: Storage Children
ing and tears. The good news clean up after themselves is themselves: 1) Parents need need a place to put their toys,
is, it doesn't have to be that giving them the means to do to provide adequate storage once they've been asked to

W

writers wanted
urban chic is looking for writers

,,

contact
regina@
urbanchic@blackvoicenews.com

Doesn't Mean You Have To Drive Like It!
Call for your appointment today
Willie Patterson
909.347.3604

Walters Auto Sales & Service, Inc.
327 3 Ad11111:.:./ A 11to L-,,,1ft'r [),-_
RiPcr:.:. idc, CA 9:250+
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Mara Brok Akil, Just One of the Girls
When it was time to construct
her very own show in the year
By Tonica Lucas
2000 she was able to sell the
show before she found a studio.
Mara Brok Akil, the creator of She created "Girlfriends", a
the hit show, "Girlfriends" is one sophisticated sitcom about four
of Hollywood's few Black Black women who are strugfemale executive producers. glitig with relationship jssues.
The show is now in its fourth The show has also tackled
season and seasons one and two weighty issues; such as AIDS,
will begin appearing on BET. It alcohol abuse, sexual addiction,
might just seem like this 33-year and fibroids. Though Mara says
old just
that season
exploded
four will be
onto the
taking
a
scene out
break from
The Black Voice News

f

0

the
heavy
issues. She
sees at least
seven years
for the show.
This can easily
be
accomplished ;
viewers are
drawn to the
s h o w
because of
the ·realism.
FOX'S
Producer Brok Akil
To put it in
"South
Mara's own
Central" where she became a words, " .. .the details of our stoseries producer. Mara went on ries resonates. There is a reason
to become executive producer why Toni wears a rag on her
for "The Jamie Fox Show".
head to bed; it's not as a joke. It
nowhere
but that's
not the
c a s e .
T h i s
God-fear1
n g
woman
started at
the age of
twenty four as a
writer for

Mara, Just another "girlfriend."

is a detail that small, that makes
you feel connected. If you spend
seventy-five to a hundred dol1ars

,--

l- -

on your hairdo, you are going to ' nights at 9:00 on UPN. Judging
wrap it up."
by the first episode, this season
"Girlfriends" airs on Monday will be filled with drama, twist ,
- -

-

-

--

--

- -

-

and turns. So tune in to see what
happens in the lives of Joan,
Toni, Maya, and Lynn.

-

INLAND EMPIRE
DINING &-- - -ENTERTAINM
- - =--- - --- -

- -- - -

Subscribe
ON-~INE &
Save
www.blackvoicenews.com

www.downtownsupperclub.com

You Buy
We Fry

Sunday 12-8

Mon.-Thur. 11---9
Fri.-Sat. 10-10

*Weddings
*Commercials .
*Gospel Singing
*Documentaries, Etc
Special rates availableooly
while booking spatt lasts!
909-232--9602

13373 Perris Blvd., Ste. E414
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

( I~

CRESCENT

Video Servica .

Red Anchor Fish Market
(909) 243-0443

"
Advertise·I
The Black Voice News
909.682.6070
CITY CREOLE
RESTAURANT

9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

(909) 482-0566
· IMontclalrl

ww,v ..zenopierremediaworks.com

COME SEE _
OUR NEW MENU
3527 Main Street • Riverside

(909) 782-8219
Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton!

Open 7 Days

Featuring the
BESTBar-BQue, Creole and
Cajun Food in
the Inland
Empire.

Mon. thru Thurs. 11 am - 9 pm
Fri. thru Sat.
11 am - 10 pm
Sun.
11 am - 8pm

Appetizer assortment
Choice of eight entrees and
dessert

Gram's For Breakfast!
Make your next breakfast meeting
special and worry free. Come, let
us fix you a southern style breakfast that will make you smile!

Mobile Catering
• 1..utH:11# ••,,,,.,. • Weddngs •
Bltllldays • Dllllltll'S • Plt:nlt:s •
Annhlerurles • RIIUlllons • Buslnns

M_,,,,,,. • Churt:h Functions

Let us take the
worry out of
your next function!

• Grits • Salmon Croquets • F,_,,
B/St:Ults • Bar:on • Eggs
• Jambalaya • Seafood Shrimp
Creole • Shrimp Etouffi • Gumbo
w/Rlce • Red Snapper • catfish •
Poli( Ribs • Beef Ribs • Hot Unks •
Cllltterllngs • All the Side Orders You
can Imagine • Delldous Desserts

We can supply a
banquet for 505000 guests for
any occasion.

All served with congenial hospitality in an elegant atmosphwe
As early as 5:30 am everyday, we will be ready to make
your group welcome!-

MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR
GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE
Call for bookings and menu selection

.

'

(.

Gospel Brunch Every
Sunday

Hours:
Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m ..- 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m .
Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
t

SPORTS

Contact Sports Department: at (909) 682-6070 or black_voice@eee.org
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Shock Stops Sparks 3-peat,

---

Detroit Metro Area lit
up by Shock, Los ,
Angeles dethroned by
Detroit 83 to 78

--~
;
Clarett: The Crime'Doesn't
FitThe Punishment
.

.

~

By LELAND STEIN ill
AUBURN HILLS - I've always
enjoyed and appreciated women's basketball.
The WNBA finals at The P alace,
which was won by the Detroit Shock 8378 against two-time defending champion
Los Angeles Sparks, reaffirmed my
belief that the ladies have game,
Collective energy, team first mentality
and unabated enthusiasm are all traits
exhibited by the wondrous Lady Shock
during their improbable championship
run.
What a Cinderella story for Detroit's
finest ladies!
Detroit's number one ladies .went from
the outhouse to the penthouse . . . from
the worst record in the league (9-25) in
2002 to t)le best record in the league (259) in 2003.
When has Detroit - or any - sports
enthusiast seen a real fairy tale come to
life?
Well, it happened at The Palace before
the largest gathering at any WNBA
Finals in the seven-year history of the
league. The 22,076, not only broke the
Finals attendance record, it was the highest attended game in league history, too.
All were giddy in the afterglow of the
championsrup celebration, especially the
WNBA Commissioner, Val Ackerman.
"This was an excellent 2ame and exciting series," said Ackerman standing in
the tunnel soaking in the moment. "This
was a wonderful event that matched two •.
evenly matched team~, In the end, it was
a great basketball story for Detroit.
Michigan should be proud of this team
and what it accomplished trus year."
When the final horn sounded and the
clock read zero, all seemed to wake up
from a dream. Just two minutes earlier,
. the Sparks had taken a 73-70 lead and
had the ball. At that moment I; like the
multitudes in attendance, wondered out
loud if the Shock had let the game slip
away. After all, another basket by the
Sparks probably would have sealed the
deal.
But fate was kind to championship
starved Detroiter's.
Following the lead of their coach, former Pistons' 'Bad Boy', Bill Laimbeer,
the ladies dug down deep and found an
inner strength that carried them past the
talented Sparks.
There is nothing like that championship feeling!
The Palace was rocking all game. The
crowd got so loud I could not hear
myself trunk as "We are the Champions"
blared across the loud speakers, streamers flowed from the rafters and fireworks
ignited.
I got so many hugs; I thought I had

SPARKS WILL FLY AGAIN,
LEAGUE BENEFITS MOST!
By G~Montgomery
BVN
Staff
I

In 1969, when Neil Armstrong stepped
onto the surface of the moon, he said
"That's one small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind". WNBA commissioner Val Ackerman could borrow those
words to assess the 2003 WNBA Finals.
The Detroit Shock staved off two elimination games to defeat the two-time
defending champions, the Los Angeles
Sparks and claim the first true Eastern
conference championsrup.
Game 3 drew 22,076 raucous fans to
the Palace in Auburn Hills, many to their
first ever WNBA contest. The largest
attendance ever for a WNBA game. The
possibility of ll championship coming to
the Motor City pushed them past any
inhibitions previously harbored toward
women's basketball.
· The game was also telecast live on
ESPN 2 achieving 0.8 viewer rating, also

By LELAND STEIN Ill

.

Ohio State running' bac~ Maurice OJarett, accused jof

lyit\g to NCAA1'and school lh'{8Stigators, will be susperjded'" for the entire' season. He supposedly over~tated the
cost of merchandise that was tn a rental car stolen from
him and the NCAA blew a gasket because he received
....=:~~........, be~~fits becaqi~•o~ his f<X1$~ltoelebrity: '"
This whole scenano has left me confused

'
Photo by Robert Attical- BVN Staff
CENTERS OF ATTENTION • The Sparks Lisa Leslie and Detroit's Ruth Riley battle for position
during game one in Los Angeles. The Shock upset the Sparks, winning two games at home to win
the WNBA Championship. Riley was the finals MVP.

played in the game.
The beauty of sports and that championship feeling is that all seem to forget
the nastiness of the world and revel in
the moment. Race, size, and monetary
status all seemed to fly out the window
as people took great pleasure and delight
in the Shack's victory.
Detroit's victory broke the West's stranglehold in the WNBA championship.
Until Detroit's Cinderella victory, there
had never been an Eastern Conference
winner. Only Houston (the first four) and
Los Angeles (the last two) had been
champions.
The odds were against Detroit winning, but Laimbeer said he never doubted his team even after they lost game
one in Los Angeles. .
"I expected to win," said Laimbeer, his
clothes soaking wet after the ladies had
given him a champagne bath. "The satisfaction of the moment is seeing the way
the ladies represented Michigan. Look at
the crowd and the way people were
responding to this team, it was great. My
hat goes off to the effort th~y extended."
For Laimbeer, trus was rus third professional basketball championship; he won
two as a Piston's player (1989 and '90).
The Shock players were extremely
happy at their good fortune, but they
echoed Laimbeer's retort concerning
their expectation for victory.
"We were loose and tried to treat the
game as if it were a regular season contest," said Shock guard Deanna Nolan,
who has the sweetest jumper in th e
league and used it to sink a three that
gave the Shock a 75-73 lead \1/ith 53 seconds left in the game. She closed out the
game knocking down four free throws in
a new high for the seven year old league.
All of these miles tones coming only
one day after the fledgling women professional soccer league (WUSA)called it
quits.
Why are these two wome n 's t,e am
sports going in such different directions.
Simple, the WNBA has patiently developed a great product. Women's basketball is truly a professional sport, showcasing some of the world's best lady
hoopsters.
Many believe that men (the majority
sports audience) won' t watch women's
basketball. I challenge that assumption.
I believe that men will watch and enjoy
WNBA basketball once they become
aware of the quality of today's game.
The 2003 WNBA is a giant leap from
the inaugural effort launched back in
1997.
The Sparks starting line-up is considered to be the best staring five in the
league. Every player is currently or has
been an allstar.
The very young and talented Detroit
Shock have two of the best young player s in the le ague in Swin Cash and

the final 32 seconds.
"Deanna's been clutch for us all year,"
said Final's MVP Ruth Riley, who
played the game of her life, scoring a
career high 27 points. "We seem to be
able to come up with whatever is needed
to win a game. Today it was my _turn to
step up."
Riley's ascension in the biggest game
of the year was timely indeed. She had
been having trouble handling All-Star
Sparks center Lisa Leslie in the first two
games.
• "People had been talking bad about
Ruth," said Shock team leader Swin
Cash, "but my girl Ruth showed everybody that she can play. I'm not surprised
she did what she did. We knew she was
going to get some open looks and she
made them pay."
Concurred Sparks coach Michael
Cooper: "Riley's play surely helped the
Shock win, but it was their overall
hunger for the title that got them over
the top. Detroit made it happen when
they needed it most. I thought' we were
in control at the end, but we came up a
little short."
In retrospect, it's poetic that no Shock
pl ayer made All-WNBA first team.
Cash, Nolan and rookie Cheryl Ford did,
however, make All-WNBA second team.
The Shock proved again that a team
approach and a collective effort is what
wins titles.
•
With the Shock winning the WNBA
title and the Detroit Demolition earning
the National Women's Football Association title, it's safe to say Detroit's.ladies
rule.
Leland Stein can be reached at le/stein3 @aol.com

like a deer caught ln speeding headlights.
I've read and read as much lnformation as I •
Cc\n on this subject, blrt: t h~ve not found a
smoking gun .tha\1s flat-out affirmative.
CaH me blind .o r dumb, but I really do not
see a crime that warrants the type of consequence that was doled out on sophomore superstar run-

nll'l9 back, Cla~tt.
:~"ft seems there have beep so many investigatfons into
1
c·1arett's life that one would think he was running for
president of the United States.
Clarett •~ only a football player, playing a game, but
.his predicament .has turned into a. nation,al incident.
'> After word got out that Cla.rett was tl'tinking of transw
ferring to a Historically Black College, Grambling, alJ hell
broke loose.
Hall of Farner Jim Brown, an adviser to Clarett's family, said he would encourage Clarett to transfer to Gram-•
bting should he be released by Ohio State.
. Perusing an AOL~ site to see- 111 cow~ infor◄
mation about Clarett's Grambling options, knocked ma
off balance.
.
Of course, I know there are many in America that still
harbor racist views, but as I traversed the site to find relevant sports information, I found only hate.
I really believe there are more positive people in the
world than negative. I reaUy believe that there are more,
Black and White people who are fair and nonjudgmental.I
But. it was a wakeup call for me revisiting th~ nastiness that's just below the surface in America. Looking for:
sports information I found the foHowing garbage:
•
Wrote one; "This racist Jim Brown is actually trying \o
·gi~~ this thug (Ctarett) advice. Jim is lfke: many
Bttrck
men1 a very ahgry, racist, playing the race card. 11
Wrote another: "You White people are so jealous.
Just because we have more talent than you, that shouldn~\,J,nake you ~pie so bitter, but it does';''/'
. ,, , ,
t
' " Wrote anotlier. "Jealous? The only thing I'm jealous,
about Is that Blacks were better cotton pickers than
Whites. As far as jealous, I'm very happy looking like a
human.•
~Md another;,1! Whenever a,young Bla,c\,man -staijs'to
make something of himself, leave it to the White mepia
to keep him down. When will this type of racial discrimination stop?"

1

Replied anf:?ther. ttEvery ti~e a Black ~an doesn\~et.
his way, it's racfsm."
. ·<I• ·
?,, -~
· "' ;, l
And so it went on and on and on.
.
11
1
Finally a voice of reason: Can t we all just get:
•
I
afong?"
· ·•·
. "l"he fact of ~e "'!atter is,rOlarett will ,n,ever get along :.
Witnthe sanotimbni6vs NCAA, and it's white shirts. Aridt :
the· NFL with its self-serving rules that prevent a true :
freshman, sophomore or junior from making themselves ·
eligible for the d,faft, stacks the dee!< against Clarett. . 4 ,!
Jne unbeliev~le wave ,o(,h~te-speal< permeating t~e ·/

~~:~ :~~~gl~~~~~to~;::r:~o~ c~:;~::: .
0

son.

~larett, who has hag numerous experiences With tt,e ..
and relatives';" often spe_~t<s{
aoouf people not being able to escape thttpoverty-strick•\
en, .drug infested streets of his hometown. Experiences .
like these have caused Clarett to question the ways of :
the \YOrld and l:19!' It o~rates. He was~quoted sayi!'Q, l, •
" rs a whole fofmore important than football, We hpld ,
e'nationat' championship but they won1t talk about tne ';;
, homeless and the p09r ..• it's a game."
' ~
Statements like these mustrate that Ctarett is more :1 •
than just a foolpall player; he's a person who is very.;: ' ' .
mueh aware of what is going on ar-0und him.
,* ' f
ft would be a' bold statement if he united with Doug :.
Wiltiams and Grambling and not wait tor the NCAA to ;1
reinstate him. It would bring needed exposure to the '.
HBCU's.
''
ttsay go and teNhe unde~lly of America continue to ;
'
I
spew its hate.
Leland Stein can be reached at lelstein3@aol.com
t6t,s2of childhg:gp trleJtds

Photo by Robert Altical• BVN Staff

WNBA's FAB FIVE • Sparks discuss strategy
during game 1 of WNBA Finals. .

Cheryl Ford, the daughter of Karl Malone.
The Sparks won' t take trus lightly, you
can expect lots of off-season activity to
restock the Sparks depleted bench. Also,
there's a plethora of talent in the 2004
draft. You can bet, they want nothing
less than their title back.
Reach G. Montgomery at gmontgomery@att.net
•

·

·
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Premier Salon and Braid Center New to Downtown Riverside
nity success. Premier Salon & Braid Center is
located at 4029 Market Street on the comer of
Market and 10th. For more information contact
·the salon at (909) 683-3882.

The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

By John Jefferson

Ladies. Announcing the premier salon and braid
center in historic downtown Riverside, brought to
you by the same owners of Cold Cutz Barbershop
which is also in downtown just two blocks away.
"With Cold Cutz, we saw quick growth and lots
of support from the community so we knew immediately that one of our main priorities was going to
be to give back," says Premier co-owner Renee.
"Premier· was born out of requests from local
women that said 'we love Cold Cutz, but what
about us.' " So they in turn structured the salon and
all of its services around the needs and desires of
the local inland residents. Part-time receptionist
Alexis can even sometimes be seen downtown
conducting quick in-house surveys for Premier.
"So far we've had a computer give-away, sponsored Orange Blossom entertainment, and most
recently held a community labor day picnic at
White Park along with other local businesses. But
we still place patron service first," stated Renee.
Services at Premier include all l)otwork, color,
relaxers, updo's, weaves, and just about all basic
salon services. They are performed by a team of
cosmetologists who have great respect for the art
of their profession.
"Each operator has ait area of expertise which

DOES YOUR
STUDENT
HAVE THE
HOMEWORK
BLUES?
NEED PRIV.A7E TUTOR/HG
BUT CAN'T .AFFORD rr?
PREMIER'S FINEST: Jeanette, Amber, Sherifah, and Renee.

collectively covers th~ entire spectrum of salon
services except day spa and similar work, because
our patrons haven't expressed a want for it," said
Renee. She ~oes on to say, "we do feature a special braiding center with large chairs, extra space,
an ottoman and side table for premier comfort."
At Premier, it is clear that great emphasis has
been placed on client care and overall detail. This
attention to detail plus community involvement
. has proven successful for the young business that
started solely as a braiding center just a few

months ago.
"We planned to open in three stages from the
very beginning. First with just braids, then full
cosmetology, and finally, by November, we can
offer full retail, more decorative features and a
kitchenette for complimentary peverages," stated
Renee.
Renee also expresses excitement about being
another minority-owned business in the
Downtown Riverside area. One thing that is abundantly clear is that Premier's success is a com.mu-

National Institute Legal enter
Low Cost Document Assistance
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire)

•

ExPERT ASSISTANCE WITH HOMEWORK AND
SCHOOL PROJECTS

•

AFFORDABLE PRIVATE TUTORING IN THE
BASICS: MATH, READING , COMPREHENSION
AND PENMANSHIP

• TRAINING IN COMPUTER BASICS
•

DEVELOPMENT OF GOOD STUDY HABITS

•

A RELAXED , HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH
EACH STUDENT PROGRESSES AT THEIR OWN
PACE
THE CLUBHOUSE

(909)

ALL FOR ONLY
$38.99/MONTH
~all X-Treme Satellite to Setup Your
Installation Appointment

(909) 906-0206
Hours 7 am - 7 pm

DIR EC TV.

plete Collision Repair
· tng in Insurance Claims

Easy Qualifier, Credit
problems Ok. No
Income
Documentation OK.
Debt Consolidation.

[653-4240)
Municipal Court Building
13800 Heacock Ave . Ste 135-B
Moreno Valley Ca, 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

Unlimited Financial Solutions

Spirittt-al Advisor

•

&

100% Financing Purchases/Refinances
Horne lrnp_ovement
Debt Consolidation
BK 13 Pay Off For Refinancing
No Income Documentation
Fica's as low as 500
13800..__.Slrwl,1111111121
. . . _ Ylllay, ca ..a
(DI IIOl.1124.14111
(Jl) . . INWZ

'

)

Certified - Bonded
State Registered
Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF INLAND
EMPIRE LEGAL DOCUMENT
ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION
Moreno Valley

Oscar Snow, LOA Director

I

Home Loan Speciqlist
Purchase Or Refinance Now!

"NO SERVICE OVER $300"
CALL TODAY
• Divorce
$175-275
• Child CustodyNisitation$200-300
• Child Support
$200-300
• Legal Separations
$175-275
• Evictions
$150-200
• Adoptions
$250-300
• Living Trusts
$300
• Wills
$200
• QRDRO's
$300
• Incorporations
$300
• Name Change
$200-300
• Bankruptcy
$195
• And More

•

Consumers 1st Financial Service

Attorney Assistance Available
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordable Assistance
Sarne Day Appointments Available
Prices Low

• Over 125 Channels of Real Digital Quality
• Local Customer Service
Locally Owned & Operated!

736-2105

CORONACLUBHOUSE@AOL .COM

Psychic Reader

Love
Business
Money
Family
Career

Joyce Saunders

Se Habla Espanol

Call Now!

(909) 924-9330
12981 Perris Blvd. Ste 107
Mqreno Val ley CA, 92553
Licensed By The Dept. Of Corporations Under the Calif.
Mortgage ACT. Equal Housing lender Calif. Dept Of
Corporations License CFL.
Lie# 6038731

@ Choco{ate Creatio.ns

Personalized Candy Bars fo~ All
O

H olidays
.
Gran d O pemngs
Graduations
School or Church

·

CCaSlOilS

Fundraisers

Free Crystal with each reading!
. 909.924.9288
24871 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92553

• I

,d

Cheruos
-NChocoCates

Buth

Announcements
.
Weddings
Bridal or Baby
Showers

23 1 E. Alessandro B lvd. #A-107
Riverside, CA 92508
1(888) 344-8211
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com

..,
'

'
I
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BARBER/BEAUTY SHOPS

LEGAL SERVICES

BARBER CUTS BY
We will refer you to an attomey that specializes in whatever your legal needs might be.
We are dedicated to helping the African-

1),

American people

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047

HOME LOANS

ESSENCE HAIR SALON

Over 50 mortgage bankers working with LeVias and Associates. We
will refer you to a mortgage banker that specializes in your panicuJar need: Refinancing, Home Loan, or Consolidation. If you own a
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-7047

420 N. McKinley, Ste. 102
Corona, Ca. 91 719
909.272.5765
909.934.1005

Mon-Fri 9-7
Closed Tuesdays
Sat: 7-7
Sun: 7-1

I

'

-·
909.623.1517 Lets take your skin care to the
next level/

License No. Z40248

I

Have You Bee11 Denied DISABILITY or SSI Benefits-?
We can help you acquire, disability cash benefits
within 60-90 days or less! If you have applied
1
or are thinking about applying for Social
\
Security benefits, don't go it alone!

***FREE CASE ASSESSMENT BY PHONE***
CALL DISABILITY PARTNERS, LLC

(626) 737-9706 : Toll Free (877) 207-4707

Reed's Electric Service
Hayward Reed Jr.
Electrical Contractor
Free Estimates
Home Improvements

Li.c. #805019
Cell: (909) 334-4612
Fax: (909) 776-2043

Naturally Yours Boutique

LAW OFFICE OF
RICHARD

F. NEVINS

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

4136 ·10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

Richard Nevins

(909) 686-5193

{ rr=·'lc:J

I_I /1

J

A Collectol''• QAllH!J
• Dolls & Accessories
• Collectibl es • Gifts • Miniatrues
• Home Decoration

7he ~ouse of Youo9's
22400 Barton Rd., #5

Tel. 909. 49~.1502

Member of Better Business Bureau

Fax. 909.888.8970

Wedgyw1II~ made in the USA by McKenzie Exhibit, lntemation31

R.(tYI ind

I

Greien
m

1 ~ 8 ~11~ C~

.(001
'}

e-mail: olufemi1@earthlink.net
www.home.earthlink.neV-olufemi1
Open: Mon.-Fri.
Sun. bl( Appts. Only

1131 Harris St. San Bernardino, Ca 92411

& Repairs

I

I

(909) 825-9012

8:xhibits Starting at $800.00
Cost·- effective solutions for Trade Shows,
exhibitions, museums and Special Events.

I.
I

MARY KAY

Specializing
• Sisterlocks™/Brotherlocks™
• Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
•Locs/ Twists/Maintenance
. • Children Welcome ·

Modular Panel and Exhibit System Rentals

1

'

i

ByOlufemi

.s1~•r
r,;--~

I
I

Grand Terrace, CA 923 13
Phone (909) 825-9600
Fax (909) 825-9605

.1

HEAD

2i

(909) 737-5533

I

I

r
I

I'I

Beauty Parlor

I

And Supply

A Full Sel'vice Salon
Specializing in

Braids
Weaves
Cuts

I

BOOTH AVAILABLE

Color
Fusions
Up-Do's

3940 California Ave. Suite D • Norco, CA 92869

<f

I
I

•....• I
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Uncompromising Solutions tO Black America's Dilemma in the 21st Century
BOOK REVIEW

I Will Not Apologize
By Atto.rney Joe C. Hopkins ·
The Black Voice News
CORONA

"l Will Not Apologize"
C.

BY A TTORNEY JOE

HOPKINS

Joe C. Hopkins' "I Will Not Apologize"
(Milligan Books, $ 14.95 , 276 pages, ISBN
09725 94167) is indispensable reading, espe~ially for anyone trying to understand the
plight of Black families
in the 21st Century.
I
In 1989, Hopkins' father passed at the age of
69. That year, Hopkins and his wife created a
newsletter called "Hoppies Journal" named
after his father. "Hoppies Journal" later
became The Pasadena/San Gabriel Journal
News. "I Will Not Apologize" is simply ~
compilation of selected editorials and essays
from The Journal.
Hopkins ' credibility extends from his three
viewpoints: the lawyer who sees the traps set
by the American legal system, the businessman

who sees the lost opportunity for Black owned
businesses in Black communities, and the publisher who sees the political process.
This gripping publication will help you take
the first step to change. It's thought provoking
pages speak to the future of the social, political
and economic state of Blacks in America.
The book is a compelling invitation to join
the war against the negative conditions and
attack them. Hopkins has attempted to provide
practical, but uncompromising solutions that
can be carried out by those who are serious
about changing things. He believes the energy
spent on re-defining the problem is wasted
energy, and energy spent on sol.utions is upliftmg.
"I Will Not Apologize" provides hard-nosed
solutions to problems with little thought to
race, creed or color as the culprit, and without
apology as to who is exposed.
"I Will Not Apologize" is a powerful reconstruction of Black America through unique
lenses. Each chapter covers a differ~nt point
of view, yet they are somewhat connected to
one anotl].er. Every page is insightful and filled

with illuminating details and solutions a~out
the past, present and future, and the players
involved in Black America's dilemma.
Hopkins leaves you with these thought provoking questions: What inheritance and legacy
are we leaving our children? What are we
investing in our kids? Are we spending more
money on alcohol than on progress? Are we
spending more time in front of the television
than learning a new skill? Are we spending
.more time across town with the boys or girls
than with our families?
Attorney Joe C. Hopkins has been the copublisher and editor of the Pasadena Journal
for over thirteen years. He is quite an accomplished businessman and family man, and he
definitely ·owes no one an apology.

,
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WHY BUY

RETAIL WHEN
YOU CAN

BUY FLEET!

•

✓Credit Unions

Welcome!
✓'First Time
Buyer ?

UNERAL SERVICES & CREMATION

✓Credit

Problems?

Simple Adult Cremation

l et me Help!

No Fa111ily TumedAw,ry

$400

Seroing all Fa1/hs
C11,tom Ch111,h/ Gravuide
Stn i:es
1

$1500·

Behind in
Your
~~.~
Mortgage?
ONE

,

~~ ~: ~, Yl\'.~ll Tf?IBLTE

Funeral Service
w/ Viewing

·~~

To order "I Will Not Apologize" send,$19.85
made payable to Pasadena Journal, 1541 N.
Lake Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91104.

(909)

Call me Anytime!
ce11(909) 553-2261

825-1212

Over 15 Year, Exp,nen,e

Minimum Metal Casket Included
"Prices start at

Nadine Green
Realtor/Mortgage Broker
"Your Foreclosure
Refinance Today
Sell at Market Value Tomorrow
Prevention Queen"
Investors for Short Sale
Call
now
free video & Home
Now
• Referral Fees
Buyers Guide confidential
• Ask About Our New
consultation
Talking House
Office: (800) 429-4443 x. 125
Broadcast
•
•
•
•

Free Seroim far Infants, Call
Forb{~

Specialty Funeral
Packages

Family Own,d Over 40 Year,

Services, Merchandise, & Casket Choices
Very In each package. Casket Included.

(909)

Samuel E. ·D ey, Jr.,
M.D.

Trove/A rea 100 Milu

$2500
$3500
$4500
$5500

Message: (909) 323-5634

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

In Home Conm/Jalion
Lou,e,J Cask.el Prim Available

/?here

Every y

883-5288

Detail
Counts

824 E. Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America
Office Hours
By Appointment

. 6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

Com.fa rm;ntz
Hair Studio

T he T rend Sette~s of HAIR !!!
Silky flat irons • short & s~~ Kutz• up doo's•
Quick weaves• braids* unique Ponytails

Barber on board

Currently seeking hair stylists,
barbers, and manicurists.
All inquirers please can
909-885-5004 at the
San Bernardino location.
Training and appreutership available!

A salon where JESUS lives!

I

*

~~
-~

Billy Mitchell, LuTcF
lv\

Email your quote request!
Fax: 909-785-1371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs.com

).--/-

""

Horace Mann

909-785-1351

JilllllD

• Painting

Lic. #521 797

Tel./Fax

(909) 467-0999

Bonded

Fax: (909) 247-0873

~i.t..~Q#to-Lt

7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200
Fontana, California 92336
Business (909) 349-1122
Fax (909) 349-2306
E-Mail cchristian @c2 1Executive.net
Web Site c2 l executive.net

I

'.

-.

Each Office is illdependent/y Owned and Operated

Dwight D. Pledger

1

REALTOR® GRI

3978 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501

Real Estate Professional
E-mail: dwightpledger @aol.c~tn

Mike Teer

·

Broker/Notary Public
Office: (909) 784-1342
Fax : (909) 784-6712
E-mail : teer i @sbcglobal.net

Prudential
California Realty

I
• I
• I

Moreno Valley, CA

Dir 909 328-41 55 Pgr 909 872-4959
.. " You Can Trust Me To Work Hard For You!"

"" ~ &je-!

,~ -

Executive

TEER ONE PROPERTIES

Website: miketeer.com

Full Value Paid for Real Estate

REALTOR®

REALTOR®

23580 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Office: (909) 247-2213

~.ermau ! nuug

• Carpentry 1
• Door & Window
• Drywall ·
Installation
We Install Bathtubs and Showers!

"-\\.\$

"46

Alex Hartley

PROFESSIONAL REAL ESTATE .
SERVICES

• Plumbing

Booth rental special!
A~
1654 N . MT. V ERN ON
- ~(7,·
'::,,,1,c~ SAN BERNARDINO, C A 92411 «( "c<l>/
~\.C~ --::,,_~\C
909-855-5 004
t,q>. ~<'.'
~e,
15700 V IL LAGE D R. S UITE "C "
~t'J('
r•
VICTORV IL L E , CA 92392
~ V<j,
760-245-0181

,.

Charles A . Christian

RESULTS

P.ducatol l'lnanchlSoludoos

General Contractor, 18 Years Experience,
Master in Homes & Apartment Repair

Medical Beitifits
Available

t,.._.~•

~ REIM*

403B, Annuities, a nd Life

* Auto & Homeowners Insurance

An indepedcntly owned and opera1ed member of The Prudential Real E~tate Affiliates. Inc.

T&S Investments
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

Tillman Riverside Mortuary

To order call:

909-820-9707
pr www.DesignsbyOon.com

Toyin Dawodu
22365 Barton Rd . #205
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

(909) 681 -8840
Fax: (909) 681-8397
toyin @zxm ail.c om
~--«:,,,~...,-~r,.·,,,,.-, -,r,

-~ ~ ----:)_''«' ___ __

·Ron's ,Lawn Service
909/872-2354
free estimates
I

,:,_.,

$$$$ EARN EXTRA CASH!!!!
BE A PLASMA DONOR
HELP END THE
BLOOD SHORT•
AGE DONATE
YOUR PLASMA
785 N. La Cad ena Drive
Colton, CA 92324

(909t 422-1370

You must be:
18-65 years old in good
health Weigh 110 lbs or
more
Bring a valid photo ID and
Social Security Card

BURIAL INSURANCE
,,
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAM·o s ESPANOL
VETERANS BENEFITS

I

'

I

f

Bring in this ad and
receive a $5 bonus on your
first plasma donation.

A. Leon Tillman
lmplre Inc.

Mr. Handyman
Plumbing • Electrical

Carpentry • Drywall
Landlord Min. Contracts W elcome
$,M~t t...

·ro Mf:CMJ JIII ,)Q'• ~

H OM E R t •A1flt$

fk

U.L C. Promotion

30 Years Experience
$29.00 - $499.00

Mr. Joe
909/377-398&

ED THE HANDYMAN
All Types of Home Repairs
Over 50 yrs. Experience

Well Known
Up to $500 labor
Ask for Ed

909/242-9176.

President - CEO
Emb. Lie #6496
FD. Lie #253

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628
Riverside, California
(909) 682-6433 - (909) ~2-6437
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682~7863
Over 20 Years Experience
License #FD757

1

' •,'
I
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LEGALS/ CLASSIFIEDS
The Black Voice News
JOB CONNECTION
Registered Nurse I
Up to $64,584/yr
San Bernardino County's Probation Dept has
multiple immediate vacancies for Registered
Nurses. Reqs: Current CA AN License 2 yrs
exp as an AN in a health care delivery setting.
Apply ASAP
San Bernardino County HR
157 W. Fifth St.
San Bernardino
(909) 387-8304
www.sbcounty.gov
EEO/ADA Compliant
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

1.800.864.0092
JOB HOTLINE

CIRCLELIFE
4711 Holt St., • Montclair, CA 91763
909.970.1374 • Fax 909.447.1297
Economic Workshop
Ways to earn big money
Business Hours 10-7 daily
Contact Billy
EMPLOYMENT OPPORT UNITIES

Postal Positions
Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. requried.
Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing information call
(630) 393-3032 ext. 411 7 8am-8pm 7 days
Multicultural Salon is looking to fill 6 stations with
hairstylist,barbers, and braiders. Booth rental starts @
S60.00 - SS0.00 a week. First Month Free for renters
only. Call Laynette @ (909) 830-7844
Attn: Riverside Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. required. Benefits. For
exam, salary, and testing information call (630)
393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days
MUST SELL

New toddler bed w/crib mattre11 (pine wood)
like new. $150.00 Great starter bed for toddlers. Call 496.6340
Models Wanted
For free hair locking services males and females
call Lee for Detail Please only very serious
Callers (760) 342-8768.
"I have been successful for 20 years"
"I have earned $200,000 a year for 20 years'
"I have been STUPID for 20 years"
Call 888-711 -3489 (24 hr recording)
Outreach Worker
African American Health Initiative
The AAHI will hire up to three part-time outreach
workers to assist with a health-planning project.
Job expectations:
• Travel
extensively throughout
San
Bernardino County
• Very good interpersonal skills; enjoy working with people
• Good oral and written communication skills
in the English language
• Collect data and do face-to-face interviews
• Demonstrated Afro-centric ability to work
with the Black community
• Flexible working hours
• Must have a valid California drivers license,
an automobile, and auto insurance
Temporary position. Hourly wage based on
experience ($1 0 - $12). Call V. Diane Woods,
Health Planning Coordinator, 909-825-6526, x
107 to schedule interview. Email or fax resume
to vwoods@sbcms.org, fax 909-824-8902.
Positions will be filled by 9/19/2003. For more
information visit our website at www.inlandwellness.org.

HOMES FOR SALE

'..

Best Buy Hotlist
reveals 1O best buys
in your specific price
range. Free re-corded
message. 1-877-6808068
ID#
1040.
Community
Real
Estate
First Time Buyers

Why rent when you can
own? Free list of homes .
available with no money
down.under $1 ,100/mnth.
1 •877-680-8068 10#1051

Community Real Estate

List your home
for sale

NO MONEY DOWNFree list of properties
available with no
down payment. Free
recorded message 1877 - 680 - 8068
10#1043. Community
Real Estate
11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pitfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003
ct>mmunlty Real Estate
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does not rtsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation o f
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09062
p. 914, 9/11, 9/18. 9/25
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
PAINFUL THOUGHTS TAT•
TOOS
12125 Day Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Raziq Hussain (NMN)
14276 Flgwood Dr.
Fontana, CA 92337
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who

declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st. Raziq Hussain
The filing o f this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with t he
Cou nt y of Riverside on
8/26/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my ottice.
NOT ICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date tt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not <Isett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code). ·
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003,08866
p. 9/4, 9/11 , 9118, 9/25
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
BRIDAL BOOT CAMP
45313 Corte Palmrto
Temecula, CA 92592
31805 Highway 79 South
#378
Temecula, CA 92592
Holly 11,!arie Bambarger
45313 Corte Palmito
Temecula, CA 92592
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
10 transact business under the
fictijious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
end correct. (A registrant who
declares es true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
al.Holly Bambarger
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictrtious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal. state, or•common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
8/15/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busl•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).,
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
F ILE NO. R-2003-08498
p. 9/4, 9/11, 9/18. 9/25

SUMMONS (FAMILY LAW)
CASE NUMBER: SBFSS
74602
Notice to Defendant: Sherrezz
Raymond
You are being sued by plaintiff,
Michael Raymond
You have 30 Calendar Days
after this summons is served
on you to file a typewritten
response at this court.
A letter or phone call will not
protect you; your typewritten
response must be in proper
legal form if you want the court
fo hear your case.
If you do not lile your

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
FRUGAL COMFORT DECOR
WEB OF EVENTS
22545 Scarlet Sage Way
Moren o Valley, CA 92557

GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08942
p . 9/4, 9/11, 9/18, 9/25
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

DRL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Mona Lisa Stafford
22545 Scarlet SageWay
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
lo tran sact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informa1ion In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows Jo be
fa lse is guilty of a crime.)
st.Mona L. Stafford
The f iling of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious

business name in violation of

,•'

'

the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
St atement fil ed with the
Co unty of Riverside on
8/27/03.
I he1eby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ij was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).

12077 Lorez Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
P.O. Bo" 7987
Moreno Valley, CA 92552·
7987
DAL Technologies, Inc.
12077 Lorez Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
CALIFORNIA C2548825
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true , information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Eric Jones, President
LLC/AI# C2548825
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Sta t emen.t fil ed with the
County o f Riverside on
9/02/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my oflice.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ij was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement

una

respuesta

8scrita

a

maquina en esta corte.
Una carta o una Hamada tele·
fonica no le ofrecera proteccion; su respuesta escrita a
maquina tiene que cumplir
con las formalidades legales
apropladas si usted qu1ere
que la carte excuche su caso.
SI usted no presenta su
respuesta a tiempo, puede
perder el case, y le pueden
quitar su salario, su dinero y
otras cosas de su propiedad
sin aviso adicional por parte
de la carte.
Existen
otros
requisitos
legales.
Puede que usted
quiera Hamar a un abogado
inmediatamente .
Si no
conoce a un abogado, puede
llemar a un servicio de refe-nencla de abogados o a una
oficina de ayuda legal (vea ef
directorio te lefonicco).
The name and address of the
court is: Superior Court of
California,
County
of
Riverside, Family Law Branch,
4175 Main Street, Riverside,
CA92501
The name, address, and tele·
phone number of plaintiff' s
attorney, or plaintiff wtthout an
attorney, is: Leticia M. Demski
Date: Aug. 15, 2003
Clerk, by J. Quaim, Deputy
p . 914, 11, 18, 25
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NO. RIC 394094
To all Interested Persons:
Peti1ioner
Gilbert
Leon
Guerrero filed a petition with
this court for a decree changing names as follows.
Gilbert Leon Guerrero to
Joseph G. Grayeagle. The
court orders that all persons
interested in this matter shall
appear before this court at the
hearing Indicated below to
show cause, tt any, why the
petition for change ol name
should not be granted. Date.
October 16, 2003, Time: 8:30
a.m., Dept: 11. The address
of the court Is· Superior Court
of California, County of
Riverside, 4050 Main Street.,
Riverside, CA 92502-0431. A
copy of this Order to Show
Cause hsaN be published at
least once each week for four
successive weeks prior to the
date set for hearing on the
petition 1n the following newspaper of general circulation,
printed in this county Black
Voice.
Date: June 13, 2003.
Richard T. Fields, Judge to the
Superior Court

p. 9/4, 9/11, 9118, 9/25
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

L.U.V.
LfFES' ULTIM ENT VICTORIES
4621 Tomlinson Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
Waley Henry Turner
4621 Tomlinson Ave.
Riverside. CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Re11istrant has not yet begun
to transect business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
lalse is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Wesley Turner
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state. or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f iled with the
County of Riverside on
9/05/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date f1 was
llled in t he Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing ol this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights al another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09277
p. 9/11, 9/18, 9/25, 10/2

response on time, you may
lose 1he case, and your
wages, money and property
may be taken without fu rther
warning from the court.
There are other legal requirements. You may want lo call
an attorney right away. If you
do not know an attorney, you
may call an attorney referral
service or a legal aid office
(listed in the phone book).
Despues de que le entreguen
esta citacion judicial usted
tiene un plaza de 30 Dias
Calendarios para presentar

una

respuesta

escrita

a

maquina en esta corte.
Una carta o una llamada telefonica no le ofrecera protec-

cion: su respuesta escrita a
maquina tiene que cumplir
con las formalidades legales
apropiadas si usted quiere

qua la corte exruche su caso.

LEGALS

warning from the court.
There are other legal requirements. You may want to call
an attorney right away. If you
do not know an attorney, you
may call an attorney referral
service or a legal aid office
(listed in the phone book).
Despues de que le entreguen
esla citacion judicial usted
tiene un plazo de 30 Dias
Calendarios para presentar

Si usted no presenta su
respuesta a tiempo, puede
perder el caso. y le pueden
quitar su salario, su dinero y
o1ras cosas de .su propiedad
sin aviso adicional por parte
de lacorte.

Ex:is1en

otros

requisltbs

legales. Puede que usted
qulera llamar a un abogado

inmediatamente.

Si

no

conoce a un abogado, puede
llamar a un servicio de refenencia de abogados o a una
oficina de ayuda legal (vea el
directorio telefonicco).
The name and address of the
court Is: Superior Court of
California, 351 N. Arrowhead
Ave., San Bernardino, CA
92415-0240.
Notice: This case is assigned
to Dept. S12 for all purposes
and is subject to CCP 170.6

(2)
The name, address, and telephone number of plaintiff's
attorney, or plaintiff without an
attorney, is: Michael Raymond
Date: Aug. 06, 2003
Clerk, by Stephanie M.
Lindsey, Deputy

p. 9/4, 11, 18, 25
SUMMONS (FAMILY LAW)
CASE NUMBER: 201918
Notice to Defendant: Joseph
J. Demski
You are being sued by plain·
tiff:
Leticia M. Demski
You have 30 Calendar Days
after this summons is served
on you to file a typewritten
response at this court.
A letter or phone call will nol
prolect you; your typewritten
response must be in proper
legal fonn if you want the court
to hear your case.
If you do not f ile your
response on time, you may
lose the case, and your
wages, money and property
may be taken without further

The fol lowing person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

SHOWCASE REALTY
f 1659 Valle Lindo
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Odas Bush Sr. (NMN)
11659 Valle Lindo
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced t o
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
isted above on August 1988.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true , information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Odas Bush, Sr. ,
The f iling of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fi led with the
Count y of Riverside on

8126,103.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in 1he Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08893
p. 9/11 , 9/18, 9/25, 10/2
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

ANOINTED FAMILY PUB·
LISHING
SHAUNARITY
PERFECTED PRAISE
HEARTS OF JOY
12560 Willow Tree Ave.
Moreno Va lley, CA 92553
King William White. Jr.
12 560 Willow Tree Ave.
Moreno Va lley, CA 92553
Christine Lorraine White
12560 Willow Tree Ave.
Mo'reno Valley, CA 92553
LaShaunda Lorraine WMe
12560 Willow Tree Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Charity Faye White

12560 Willow Tree Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Thursday, September 25, 2003 ·~

(See Section 14411, Ef Seq.,
Business

and

Professions

Code).
This business is conducted by
Joint Venture.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on.
I declare that all the infonnation In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows lo be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.King White. Jr.
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
S tatement filed with the
County of Riverside on

8/22/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my ott,ce.
NOTICE : This fictrtious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk A new Fictijious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that lime.
The filing of this statement
does not Ksett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08760
p. 9/11, 9/18, 9/25, 10/2
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

INTERIOR PLANT DESIGN
3700 Placentia Ln.
Riverside. CA 92501
Daniel Lee Rush
3700 Placentia lil
Riverside. CA 92501
Penny Mae Rush
3700 Placentia L~.
Riverside, CA 92501
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 11/86
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
~nd correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Daniel Lee Rush
The t1l1ng of this sta1ement
does not of itsett authoriZe the
usa in this state of a ficWous
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14◄0 el. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County ol Riverside on
9/04/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five ye11rs from the date it was
flied in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name 1n violation of
the rights of another under
federal. state of common law
(See Section 14411 . Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-09201
p. 9/11, 9118, 9/25, 10/2
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

PRODLEY CENTER
21891 Rider Street
~erris, CA 92571
Geraldine Ross
12625 Frederick SI. Ste. 1-5

#309
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Amber Renee Rufus
12625 Frederick St. Ste 1-5
#309
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Brandy Latrice Strickland
12625 Frederick St. Ste t-5

#309
Moreno Valley, CA 92551

GARV L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09159
p. 9/11, 9/18, 9/25, 1012
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GERARD' S
FRENCH

RESTAURANT
9814 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
Shirley Ann Clark
1010 Terrace Rd. # 196
Rialto, CA 92410
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 8/1 /03.
t declare that all the inforllla11011 in this statement Is true
end correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, Information
Whlctl he or she knoy,,s to be
false is gullty of a crime.)
st.Shil1ey A. Clark
The filing of this statement
does not of ltseH authorize the
use In this stale of a flClltious
business name ;,, violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1«0 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f iled with the
County of Riverside on
8/25/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orlginal
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new FIClttious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ltseH authorize the
use in this slate of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal. state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq..
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08810
p. 9/11 , 9/18, 9/25, 10/2

AMENDED
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ETERNAL SOUL ENTER-

TAINMENT
19968 Saint Francis Dr.
Riverside, CA 92408
Derika Deane Moses
19968 Saint Francis Dr.
Riverside, CA 92408
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is l11J!1
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows lo be
lalse is guilty of a crime.)
st.Derika D. Moses
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in viotation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
St atement filed with the
County of Rive rsi de on
4/03/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the dale it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The liling of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal , state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq ..
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-03609
p. 4/10, 4/17, 4124, 5/1,
9/11, 9/18, 9/25, 10/2

AMENDED
The following person(s)' is
(are) doing business as:

DR LEASING
2727 Main Street
Riverside, CA 92501

David Leslie Hubbard
This business is conducted by
3526 Nelson Street
Co-Partners.
Riverside, CA 92506
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
Ron Eric Wiklund
fictitious name(s) listed above.
2325 Rio Verde Drive
I declare that all the informaWest Covina, CA 91791
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
This business is conducted by
declares as true, information
a General Partnership.
which he or she knows to be
Registrant has not yet begun
false js guilty of a crime.)
to transact business under the
s/.Geraldine Ross
fictijious name(s) listed above.
The filing of this . statement
I declare that all the informadoes not of itself authorize the 1 tion in this statement is true
use in this state of a fictitious
and correct. (A registrant who
business name in violation of
declares as true, information
the rights of another under
which he or she knows to be
lederal, state, or common law
false is guilty of a crime.)
(sec. 1440 et. seq . b &p code)
st.David L. Hubbard, General
Statement fi l ed with the
Partner
County o f Riverside on
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
9/02/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
use in this state of a fictitious
is a correct copy of the original
business name in violation of
statement on file in my office.
the rights of another under
NOTICE: This fictitious busifederal, state. or common taw
ness name statement expires
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
five years from the date It was
·State ment filed w ith the
filed in the Office of the
County of Riverside on
County Clerk. A new Fictitious . 7/25/03.
Business Name Statement
I hereby certity that this copy
must be filed before that time,
is a correct copy of the original
The filing of this statement
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busidoes not itself authorize the
use in this state o f a Fictitious
ness name statement expires
Business Name in violation of
five years from the date it was
the rights of another under
filed in the Office of the
federal, state or common law
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business Name Statement
Business and Professions
must be filed before that time.
Code).
The filing al this statement
GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk
does not ttsetf authorize the
FILE NO. R-2003-09107
use in this state of a Fictitious
p. 9/11, 9/18, 9/25, 10/2
Business Name In violation of
t he rights of another under
The following person(s) is
federal, state or common law
(are) doing business as:
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
PREST IGE
CUSTOM
Business and Professions
DETAIL
Code).
3423 First St.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
Riverside, CA 92501
FILE NO. R-2003,07733
p. 7/31, 817, 8/14, 8/21
Michael A nthony Palmer
9/11, 9/18, 9/25, 1012
3423 First St.
Riverside, CA 92501
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTIThis business is conducted by
TIOUS BUSINESS NAME
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
The following fictitious busito transact business under the
ness name(s): Has been
fictitious name(s) listed above.
abandoned by the following
I declare that all the informaperson(s)
tion in this statement is true
GERARD'S
FRENCH
and correct. (A registrant who
RESTAURANT
declares as true, information
9814 Magnolia Avenue
which he or she knows to be
Riverside, CA 92503
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Michael Palmer
PLR Restaurants, LLC
The filing of this statement
CALIFORNIA
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
This business is conducted
business name in violation of
by:
Limited
Liability
the rights of another under
Company/Partnership
federal, state, or common law
The
fictitious
business
(sec. 1440el. seq. b &p code)
name(s) referred to above
State m e nt flied with the
wa s filed in River•ide County
Count y of Rivers i de on
on
I declare that all the informa9/03/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
tion in this statement is true
is a correct copy of the original
and correct. (A registrant who
statement on file in my office.
declares as true, information
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
which he or she knows to be
ness name sta1ement expires
false is guilty o f a crime.)
five years from the date It was
S/... Lawrence
Bressler,
filed In the Office of the
Memt>er/Owner.
County Clerk. A new FIClltious
This statemenl was filed wnth
Business Name Statement
the County Clery of Riverside
must be filed before that time.
County on 8/25/03.
The filing of this statement
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
does not ijsett authorize the
FILE NO. R-985575
use in this state of a Fictitious
p. 9/ 11, 9/18, 9/25, 10/2
Business Name m vk>lation of
the rights of another under
STATEMENT OF WITHrederal 1 state or common law
DRAWAL FROM PARTNER•

SHIP OPERATING UNDER
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME
The following person has withdrawn as a· general partner
from the partnership operating
under the fictitious business
name of:

NAPPY ROOTS
3907 Tyler St.
Riverside. CA 92504
Cherie Charvonette Sears
1027 Vista Del Cerro lf7-204
Corona, CA 92879
This business is conducted
by:
Limited a
General
Partnership.
The
fictitious
business
name(s) referred to above
was filed in Riverside County
on 3/1Cl,103.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
deciares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
$!...Cherie
Sears/Nappy
Roots
This statement was lied wilth
the County Clery of Riverside
County on 8/18/03.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-02575
p. 9/11, 9/1 8 , 9/25, 10/2
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

DUSTeUSTERS
44468 Penbrook Lane
Temecula, CA 92592
Nisha Kohn (NMN)
44468 Penbrook Lane
Temecula, CA 92592

County of Rive rside on
9/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date tt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does nol ijself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictijious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09427
p. 9118, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
DESTINATION CO FFEE

Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, s1ate or common law
(See Section 144 f 1, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09041
p. 9118, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

BURGESS
STORAGE

MOVING

&

3200 Russel St.
Riverside, CA 92501
P.O. Box28
Riverside, CA 92502
Inland Moving & Storage , Inc.
P.O. Box 28
Riverside, CA 92502
CALIFORNIA

HOUSE
2681 Green River Dr., Suite
101
Corona, CA 92882
Jonathan Oli\(er Solo
6939 Cherrywood Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
isled above.
I declare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Jon Solo
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize t he
use in this state ol a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal . state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riversi de on

This business Is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 2127/1996.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to' be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Tim J. Burgess, President
LLC/Alt 299117
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this stale of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Rive rs ide on
9/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the dale it was
filed in the Office of lhe
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this s1ate of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of 8[10ther under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code) .
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09406
p. 9/18, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9

This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced t o
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on July 31, 2003.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A r&Qistrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
,st.Nisha Kohn
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authoriZe the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fifed with the
County of Riverside on
8/26/03.
I he<eby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on fie in my office.
NOT ICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the dale It was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsett authoriZe the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business ~me in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, slate or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08883
p. 9118, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME

Allen Austin Quay
33560 #C Winston Way
Temecula, CA 92592

The following fictitious business name(s): Has been
abandoned by the following
person(s)
SMOKS PLUS
3410 La Sierra Ave. IC
Riverside, CA 92503

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME

Rlad Haddad
6842 Laurel Ave.
Highland, CA 92346

The following lictitious business name(s): Has been
abandoned by the following
person(s)

This business Is conducted
by: Individual
The
fictitious
business
name(s) referred to above
was filed in Riverside County
on October 7, 2002
I declare that all the information in this s1atement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
SI... Riad Haddad
This statement was filed wilth
the County Clery of Riverside
County on 9/10/03.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-200209431
p. 9/18, 9/25, 1(1,/2, 10/9

Steven Roy Mack
43552 Modena Dr.
Temecula, C A 92592

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this s1atement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
st.Allen Quay
The filing of this statement
does not of ilself authorize the
use In thls state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state. or CO!llmon law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b .&p code)
Statement fi led with the
County of R ive rside on
9/02/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date ii was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new.Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Ftetltious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Karen Marie Mack
43552 Modena Dr.
Temecula, CA 92592

GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09103
p. 9/18, 9/25, 1012, 10/9

This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife .
Registrant has not yet begun
to tran sact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (l-\ registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Steven R. Mack
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this stale of a fictijious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fi led with the
County of Rive rside on
9/08/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ii was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ltseH authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09368
p. 9/18, 9/25 , 10/2, 10/9

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
YUST TRADING CO.
2667 Scenic Crest Ln.
Corona, CA 92881

DUSTBUSTERS
44468 Penbrook Lane
Temecula, CA 92592
Dustbusters LLC
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted
by:
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership
The
fictitious
business
name(s) referred to above
was filed in Riverside County
on June 30. 2003
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
S/... Nisha Kohn, Manager
This statement was filed wiith
the Coonty Clery of Riverside
County on 8/26/03.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-06831
p. 9118, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9
T he following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

NANCY'S FASHION
9106 Mission Bl~p.
Riverside, CA 9:f509
Nancy Rocio Chavez
9355 Live Oak Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
Manuel Salvador Chavez
9355 Live Oak Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows lo be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Nancy Chavez
The filing of !his statement
does not of itsen authoriZe the
use in this state of a ficmious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, o r common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
S tat em e nt filed wit h t he
Co unty of Riverside on
9111/03.
'
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy ol the original
statemen1 on fi le in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date h was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not rtsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09494
p. 9/18, 9125, 10/2, 10/9
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

RAINBOW
CH RI STIAN
CHILDREN FOUNDATION,
INC.
13848 Pheasant Knoll Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Raibow Christian Children
Foundation Inc.
CALIFORNIA 2388638
This ~usiness is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty ol a crime.)
st.Gail SUfflmerl, TreasuN
The filing of this statement
does not of ijseH authorize the
use in this state of a lictltlous
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statem ent tiled wi th the

9/09/03.
I hereby certify that t his copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name St atement
must be flied before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09396
p. 9118, 9125, 10/2, 10/9

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

KS CREATIONS
43552 Modena Dr.
Temecula, CA 92592

T he following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GR EAT AMERIC AN OUT•

DOOR LIVING ROOMS
33560 #C Winston Way
Temecula, CA 92592

Code).

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

YOUR TWO CENTS WORTH
2188 Ranchwood Place
Riverside, CA 92506
Michal Joseph Quinn
2188 Ranchwood Place
Riverside, CA 92506
Ryan Joseph Kane
2188 Ranchwood Place
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
· I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct (A registrant who
declares as true , infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime .)
st.Michael Quinn, Co-Partner
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in 1his state of a ttetitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state , or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
Coun ty of Riverside on

8129103.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious

Yunda Science & Technology
Overseas Trading Co, LTD

..

CALIFORNIA

',J

'

This business is conducted by •
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s): ,
listl!td above.
, ..
I declare that all the informe- •
tion in th;s statement •is tr.ue ...
and correct. (A registrant wh~
declares as true, information ' .•
which he or she knows to E>e.~:i
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Shi Qiang Zhang. President
LLCIAI# 2238949
,
The filing of this slale1111\nl
does not of itself authorize th" :
use in this state of a fictitious-J,
business name in violation ot ,.
the rights of another under
federal , state, or common law r,
(sec. 1440 er. seq. b &p code) .,
Statement filed with the
County of Rivers ide o n
9/03/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bUSi,
ness name statement•exp1res..
five years from the date It was
liled in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must beliled before that time.
The filing of this stalemen1
does not itself authoriZe the ,
use in this state of a Fictitio•s
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under ,
federal, state or common law •
(See Section 14411, El Seq.• •
Business and Professions..

Code).

_

GARY L. ORSO , County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09135
,
p. 9/18, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9.,

~---~----~
,
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

•

MONAHAN AND ASSOt:;1° ,
ATES
·•,
9880 Sycamore Cyn.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

...
J

Dawn Irene Monahan
9880 Sycamore Cyn .
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

>

I

,. "'

This business is conducted by. ,.
Individual.
• "
Registrant has no\ yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.) • t •
st.. Dawn Monahan
,
The filing of this statemen~
does not of Itself authorize the
use in t his state of a fictitious
business name in violatk>n of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of R iverside on
8/26/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement eKpires
five years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
t he rights of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professiohs
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk,
FILE NO. R-2003·08855
•♦
p . 9/18, 9/25, 10/2, 1()/9,
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as,
DAVID C. ADAMS
23733 Swan St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
13321 Sunflower Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
David C . Adams, Jr.
13321 Sunflower Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

..

This business is conducted by •Individual.
Reg istrant commenced to : •
transact business under the
fictit ious business name(s)
listed above on 7/28/03.
•'
:i:~~r~hi~~t:i~!8n;"~7,'.,~
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, info'rmation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
,
st.David C . Adams , Jr.
~•
The filing of this statemel!~
does not of itself authorize trfEi>
use in this state of a f 1ct1tioqa,.
business name in violation ot·•
the rights of another under ·
federal, state, or common law '
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with t he
County o f R iverside on '
8/29/03.

~
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San Bernardino International Airport
Authority
Notice Inviting Bids ·
EDA GRANT PROJECT NO. 07-49-05304
Phase II
Install Fire Suppression Interior Piping
System
1
Hangar Building No. 695

.

Prospective contractors are hereby notified that
San Bernardino International Airport Authority
(SBIAA) will receive two original sealed bid pro- ,
posals for installing Fire Suppression Interior•
Piping System to Hangar No. 695. Bid propos- '
als will be received until 12:00 p.m. on Thursday, •
October 16, 2003 at Owner1s Office. Clerk of the '.
Board, at which time said bids will be publicly :
opened and read.
•

,
•

,

"►

..
►

'

►

> '

A MANDATORY pre-bid meeting for prospective •
bidders and their major sub-contractors will be : •
held at 294 S. Leland Norton Way, Suite 1, San • ·~
Bernardino, California, at 10 :00 a .m. on :
Tuesday, September 30, 2003.
Contract Documents may be obtained from
Owner's Office, 294 S. Leland Norton Way, Suite
1, San Bernardino, California 92408, upon payment of twenty-five dollars ($25) nonrefundabli •
fee.
Make all checks payable to "San . •
Bernardino )nternational Airport Authority."
}

..

Project consists of the design and installation of
a complete and functional fire suppression system for existing (approximately 54,000 square
feet, approximately 73 feet h igh ) Group 1
Aircraft Hangar Building 695. Fire suppression
will consist of, but not limited to, 4 overhead
foam deluge systems, complete with all piping
fittings, valves, hangers bracing, non-air aspirating sprinkler heads, foam storage tanks, hose
stations, detection system, a wet pipe system in
office, and testing. Water supply will be from
existing 16" pipeline that is connected to existing
fire pump system. For questions regarding this '
project, contact Richard Rodarte at (909) 382- ,
4100, x-241 .
- I

1

.

,.•.
,

I•

The SBIAA reserves the right to accept or reject
any or all bids and to waive any informal ities or
irregularities in any bid. Award of contract is
subject to US Department of Commerce,
Economic
Development
Administration
approval.
,.

p. 9/ 18, 9/2
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1'1te Black Voice News

,

•

I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the o riginal
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ii was
filed- in the Office of the
Cr>unty Clerk. A new Fic@ous
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that lime.
The' filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use i,(l this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal , state or common law
(Si>e Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Business and
Code).

Professions

GII.R'f L. ORSO, County Cle rk
FILE NO. R-2003-09036
p. 9i 18, 9i25, 10/2, 10/9
The following person(s) is
(a,er doing business as:
JALISCO BAKERY
12235 Heacock St. Ste. C
' Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Roberto Nieto Medina
241\7 Aylesbury Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

"

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictit!ous name(s) listed above
I deciare that all the informa-

tion in this statement is true
and t:orrect. (A registrant who
declares as true. information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Roberto Nieto Medina
The, filing of this statemenl
does not of itself authorize the
use 1in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the ••rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(s9C'l 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement tiled with the County ol •R1vers1de on 9/16/03.
I hereby certity that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
stat~ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five ')'ears from the date it was
filed in 1he Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fic1itious
Business Name Statement
must be filed befo re that lime.
The. filing of this stateme nt
does not itself authorize the
use In this sta te of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the -rights of a nother under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, El Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09687
p. 9/25, 10/2, 10/9, 10i16
The. following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MANS ACCESSORY
13785 Chara St.
Moreno Valley. CA 92553
Manuela Yvonne Hines
13785 Chara
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

'

This 1business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 1i01/2000.
I declare that all the informa-

tion in this statement is true
and· correct. (A registranl who

dedares as true, info rmation
which he or she knows to be
false. is guilty o1 a crime,)
s/,Manuela Y. Hines
The 1rtiling of this statement
does•not of itself autho rize the
use in l his state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/1 0i03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office,
NO'TICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five)'ears from the date it was
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filed in the Office of the
County CIArk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before thal time.
The filing of this statement
does not itse~ authorize the
use in this state o1 a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another unde r
federal, state or common law
(See Section 144t I , Et Seq.,

Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, C oun1y Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-094 71
p, 9i25, 10/2, 10/9, 10/16
The follo wing person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MERIT ON E MORTG A GE

co.

JA-MARC REALTY
27490 Englewood Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Williadean Knight DeJamett
27490 Englewood Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
1ictitious name(s) lis1ed above.
I declare that all the information in this slatement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is gu ilty of a crime.)
s/.Williadean K . DeJarnett
The 1iling of this statement
does not of itself authorize the

use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9i 16/03.
I hereby certity that this copy
is a correct copy of 1he original
stateme nt on file in my o ffice.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
live years fro m the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Cieri<. A new Fictitious

Business Name Statement
must b e filed before lha1 lime.
The filing of this statement
does not itsell authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious

Business Name in vi~ation of
the rights of another under
federal , state or common law
(See Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code). .
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-09678
p. 9/25, 10/2, 10/9, 10/16
The follow ing person(s) is
(are) doing b usiness as:
PAINFUL TH OUGHTS TAT·
TOOS
2560 N. Perris Blvd. SW #N-3
Perris, CA 92557
Raziq Hussain (NMN)
14276 Figwood Dr.
Fontana, CA 92337
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registran1 has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I decla re that all the informat ion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true , information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a c rime.)
s/.Raziq Hussain
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights o1 another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/18/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This lict1t1ous business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
f iled in the Oftice of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitio us
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.

The filing of 1his statement
does not itse~ authorize the
use in this state 'of a Fictrtious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal , slate or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09777
p, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9, 10i 16
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
MILES MOTORS
1517 1 Kingsway Dr.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Wayne Miche al Miles
151 7 1 Kingsway Dr.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Re gistrant has not yet begun
to l ransact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
wh ich he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime,)

s/. Wayne Miles
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this stale of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another unde r
federal , slate, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9i02/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NO TIC E· This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of t he
County Cieri<. A new Fictilious
Business Name Statemen t
must be filed before that lime .
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
1ederal, slate or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09087
p, 9i25, 10i2 , 10/9, 10/16
T he follow ing person(s) is
(a re) doing business as:
REFLECT IO NS
VIDEO
WORKS
12429 Jacaranda Way
Riverside, CA 92503
Nancie Irene Johnson
12429 Jacaranda Way
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has no1 yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name{s) listed above
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, informalion
w hich he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Nancie Johnson
The filing of t his statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec, 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9i 16/03.
I hereby certify tha1 this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the dale it was
1iled in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Ficti1ious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
T he filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation o1
the rights o1 another under
federal, state or common law

(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09713
p, 9i25, 10/2, 10i9, 10/16
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as.
POSITIVE
POTENTIAL
WORKSHOPS
600 Central Ave. #75
Riverside, CA 92507
Teresa Michelle Bloodsaw
600 Central Ave. #75
Riverside, CA 92507
This business ,s conducted by
Individua l.
Registrant has not yet begun
to trans.act business under 1he
fictitious name(s) listed above
I declare thal all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registran1 who
declares as t rue, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty o1 a crime.)
st.Teresa Bloodsaw
The filing of this statement
does not of rtse~ authorize the
use in this state of a fictittOus
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/t 6/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
1he nghts of ano1her under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09709
p , 9/25, 10/2, 10/9 , 10i16
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
FAMILY ADVANCES
17216 Waugh Ranch Road
Riverside, CA 92503
Kevin Lorenzo Peete
17216 Waugh Ranch Rd.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictit ious name(s) listed above
I declare 1hat all lhe information in lhis statement is 1rue
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Kevin Peete
The filing of this statement
· does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the nghts of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9i17i03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy o1 the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date rt was
fi led in the Office of the
County Clerk . A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state or com mon law
(See Section 14411, El Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09719
p. 9/25, 10/2, 10/9, 10/16

Thursday, September 25, 2003

Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09636
p. 9i 25, 10/2, 10i9, t0i16

The 1ollowing person(s) is
(are) doing business as·
MOUNTAIN T OP YOUTH
ORGANIZATION , INC.
4325 Prado Rd. Ste. t 01
Corona, CA 92880
2621 Green River Rd. St. 105
PMB $308
Corona, CA 92882

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as,
SCRAP PIN' 4 U I
5625 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

Mountain
Top
Youth
Organization
2621 Green River Rd. St. 105·
PMS 308
Corona, CA 92882
2452435 - CA

Jennifer Rebecca Amelang
5625 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Jennifer R. Amelang
The filing of this statement
does no1 of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/22/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictrtibus
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing o1 this statement
does not itsetf authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal , state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-09888
p , 9/25, t0i2, 10i9, 10/16

This business is conducted by
Corporation/Other Non-Profit.
Registranl has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above
I declare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
si.Tia
M.
Magee,
Director/Founder
LLC/ AI# 2452435 CA
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in viola1ion of
the rights of another under
federal. state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Slatemenl filed with l he County of Riverside on 9/19i03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on me in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that lime.
The f1hng of this statement
does not itself authonze the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name 1n v1olahon of
the nghts of ano1her under
federal , state or common law
(See Section 144 11 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R -2003-09841
p. 9i25, t0i2, 10/9, 10i 16

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
DOOLEYS AUTOMOTIVE
DETAI LING
SERVICE
(D.A.D.S.)
6722 Brenton St.
Riverside, CA 92509

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
TRISTAR PHOTO INDUSTRIAL COMPANY
9880 Indiana Ave. 1117
Riverside, CA 92503

Richard James Dooley
6722 Brenton St.
niverside, CA 92509

Magdalene Yung Ying Young
8401 MimosaTree Ct.
Riverside, CA 92504

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
lo transact business under the
lictitious name(s) listed above
I declare thal all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
Si.Richard J. Dooley
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in v1olat1on of
the righ1s of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fi led with the County of Riverside on 9i22/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of t he
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Busmess Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing o1 this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, sta1e or common law
(See Section 14411, El Seq,,
Business and Professions
Code) .
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2000-09887
p , 9i25, 10/2, 10/9, 10/16

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl commenced lo
transac1 business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on September 15,
2003.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Magdalene Young
The filing of this stalement
does not of itself aulhorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name jn violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/15/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my ottice.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date 1t was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Namt! in violation of
the rights of another under
federal. state or tommon law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
EVOLUTION MOLD DESIGN
5625 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
John Allen Anderson
5625 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.John Allen Anderson
The · filing of this slatemenl
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
lhe rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/22/03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
s1atement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years 1rom lhe date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before thal time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsetf authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal , state or common law
(See Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Charles Andre Martin
24281 Postal Ave. #212
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yel begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registra nt who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Charles A. Martin

Need ACAR?

GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09889
p, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9, 10/16
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
BELLE REALTY
22599 Moralia Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Mittie Belle Mansker
22599 Moralia Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
1ictitious name(s) listed above
I declare tha1 all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
1alse is guilty of a crime.)
st.Mitt ie B. Mansker
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/09i03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Cieri<. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that lime.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the righ1s of another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09399
p, 9/25, 10i2, 10/9, 10/ 16
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
BALBOA
DISCOUNT
STORE
5479-3-lth Spc 28
Rubidoux, CA 92509

NEW? Certified? Pre-Owned?
Do you have bad credit?
Repos, Bankruptcy, Charge Offs?
Are you a 1st ti me buyer?
Do you have good credit?

Would you like a great deal?
A Great Interest Rate without the Hassle?
(Customer Cash Back up to $2000)

Rqbert
Coleman,

Dushane
Granger

1909) 134-6021

1909) 515-3695

Schedule Your Appointment Today!

Quality Toyota
1685 West Sixth Street

GET THE FEELING

Corona, CA 92882

@ TOYOTA

■

~~.~~ ~~
C~ll

-~

■

2003 Volkswagen Passat GL

.~.ARROWHEAD

VIN #34069297

The following person(s) is
(a re) doing business as:
PROCESSING R US C ENTER
24281 Postal Ave. #212
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

The filing of this statement
does not of itsell authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9i 18/03.
I hereby certity that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: THis fictittous business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Offic e of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself autho rize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of,
the rights of another under
federal , state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cle rk
FILE NO. R-2003-09814
p, 9/25, 10/2 , 10i 9, 10i16

Code).

Drivers wanted
MSRP ... .................$ 18,970
FREEWAY DISCOUNT . . .
$1971
NET COST TO YOU!

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regislrant has not yel begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above
I declare that all the information In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Elfega Rangel Corona
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authonze the
use in this state- of a fictitious
business name in violation of
lhe rights bf another under
federal , state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/22i03.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office,
NOTICE: T his fictrtious business name statement expires
five years 1rom the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name S1atement
must be filed before that time.

The filing o1 this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state o1 a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under
1ederal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq ..
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09884
p . 9/25, 10/2, 10/9 , 10i16

VDllSWAOEN

.FREEWAY
2003 Volkswagen Golf GLS

Elfega Rangel Corona
16600 Orange Ave. Apt. 56
Paramount, CA 90723

I

V 'l

1

•'•

MSRP ....................$23,400
...
$3 JOO
NET COST TO YOU!

Arrowhead Credft Union
Member Dealer Dir.eel Program

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

Official Dealer Direct Dealer
VIN #3P347172
1 @ this Price

1 @ t his Price

2003 Volkswagen Jetta GL
MSRP

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

2003 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible

... ....$17,675
.
$2 676

NET COST TO YOU!

IN STOCK
NOW!JJ ·
VIN #3M048209
1 @ this Price

I I

,,
I

I

:1

www.freewaylm-vw.com

I •
I
I I

11le new Volkswagen Warranty is so much better, n might very well bring tears of Joy to your eyes.
, • Basic Warranty: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever oc9urs first) Limited New
➔ Vehicle Warranty. Wear & tear items and adjustments excluded after initial 12
m~nths/12,000 miles (whichever occurs first).

roadside assistance.

:

'

: • Powertrain Warranty: 5 years/60,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited
: ~ Powertrain Warranty.

,'
:·, Roadside Assistance*: 4 years/50,000 miles (whicheve·r occurs first) 24-hour

1.~.~

• Anti-Corrosion**: 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion
Perforation.
•courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association (AAA) and their affiliated clubs in the U.S.
..6-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the Cabrio.
8-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the EuroVan.

I'

' ,,

~

~lb~~OIAd~

,' .. Arrowhead CredH Union

Ford

Credit

FREEWAY V O L KSWAGE N
909/889-3514 • 1-800-237 -811 5
.1 6 00 C AMI N O REAL, S AN BERNARD INO

¥ ember Dealer Direct Program
I.

All vehicles subject to prior sale, Plus tax lie., doc. (smog if any), On approved credit. Musi see dealer for details. Standard rules of eligibility apply, Sale ends close of business 09/28/03,
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O
O

Voter registration deadline was Monday, September 22.

O

Polling place locations may be different than where you
voted previously - check the back of your Sample Ballot
to find your polling place location.

0

There are two questions regarding the recall - You may
vote on either or both. .
. ·

O

The 135 replaGement candidates are ranoomly ordered _y ou may vote for only one replacement candidate. Your
Sample Ballot shows the order of replacement candidates
- bring it with you when you vote.

O

Remember that two statewide ballot measures Propositions 53 and·54 - appear at the end of the ballot.

Requests for absentee'ballots must be made by Tuesday,
September 30.

For more information, go to www.myvotecounts.org
or call toll-free 1-800-345-VOTE (8683).

This message brought to you by
California Secretary of State

KEVIN SHELLEY

mYVO'Te
COUilTS
www.myvotecounts.org

